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School board split 
on French program
Nancy Xjreerie scholarship winner (Greg Wiltjer [14] in action at Iasi year 




Two Parkland secondary school 1979 
graduates have been named recipients of 
prestigious Nancy Greene provincial 
scholarships worth $1,000 a piece.
Greg Wiltjer and Tim Walton were 
two of only 28 students to be awarded 
the scholarship.
The awards are especially significant 
in that it is extremely rare for two 
winners to come from the same school in 
the same year.
The scholarships, administered by the 
provincial secretary’s department, arc 
awarded to B.G. senior secondary 
school students who show good school 
and community participation;
leadership and character; scholastic 
achievement; and athletic ability and 
performance.
The students must also be planning to 
continue their education at a recognized 
post-secondary institution.
Wiltjer, of course, was a key factor in 
the Parkland Panthers basketball team’s 
success last season. He helped the team 
win the Vancouver Island senior boys’ 
championship and take sixth place in the 
B.C. finals.
As well, he was selected to the 
provincial all-star squad and last 
summer was a member of the Canadian 
Junior Men’s Basketball team which 
toured South America.
The six-foot 10-inch local boy is
currently enrolled at North Idaho 
College where he is starting centre in his 
first year and reported to be getting 
good grades as well.
Tim Walton, meanwhile, was an 
outstanding track and field sprinter 
while at Parkland. He captured the 100 
— metre final in the Vancouver Island 
championships and went one step 
further at the provincial showdowns in 
Vancouver by taking both the 100 and 
200 metre titles.
Tlie feat had been accomplished 
before, but only very seldom.
Walton, also a fine academic student 
at Parkland, is presently studying at the 
University of Victoria and is also a 
member of a top track and field club.
By PAT MURPHY
Saanich school board trustee Jack 
Armstrong took a next-to-final belt at 
the French immersion program on 
Monday night and a side-swipe at the 
new provincial minister of education, 
cx-Oak Bay Mayor Brian Smith who 
said Monday he will be looking at ways 
to reinforce the provincial immersion
■ program.
“The statement of the new minister 
: today only shows how ignorant he is
■ about the real issues,’’ said Armstrong 
; during a welter of procedural 
> manoeuvres which saw the issue laid to
rest — but only temporarily. It will be 
r resurrected at the next board meeting, 
"on Dec. 10, when all members are ex- 
‘ pected to be present.
Absent on Monday night was veteran 
trustee Ruby may Parrott who was home 
'nursing a slipped disc.
The board is split right down the 
middle on French immersion. 
Proponents of the program are trustees 
Gerry Kristianson and Roy Hyndman, 
ad^antly opposed are trustees Walter 
■ , Tangye, Esther Gajbraith and Arm- 
strong. The positions taken by chairman 
' Lois Walsh and missing trustee Parrott
■ will probably decide the issue.
/. The • introduction of French im­
mersion at the kindergarten and Grade 1 
levels in September 1980, provided 
appropriate supplementary funding is 
available and provided that enough 
students for one class at each level have 
. Applied by March 31, became an issue in 
y ,|(heNoy. 17 municipal elections.
: A^
n^issue; rerun; at Monday night’s meeting 
but was squndly- squelched by Mrs. 
Walsh —^ several times.
;“Hyndman, Betts and Preto were 
.immersion .election^ c^didate,
P. ’’'■^idAnhstrohg whereupon lle^^ayt"^ toff.
. “That has nothing to do with the 
motion under discussion,’’ said Walsh. ^ 
The motion was that the program he 
adopted in school district 63.
“The public doesn’t understand the 
issue ... . the public should be made 
aware. In the last election . . .’’
“That has nothing to do with the 
motion,” said Walsh to Armstrong v/ho 
was narrowly defeated by Betts in 
Saanich and who will be leaving the 
board after 12 years’ service at the end 
of the year.
He regretted the necessity to deal with 
the motion tonight, said Kristianson. He 
charged a certain degree of bad faith on 
the part of some board members. He 
had been assured the motion would not 
be dealt with until a full complement of 
trustees was present at the meeting and 
here it was on the table in the absence of 
trustee Parrott, he said.
Then followed a lot of procedural 
manoeuvring during which the mover of 
the immersion motion proposed an 
amendment which would make its 
acceptance in the district conditional on 
the fact that it offered no extra cost to 
the district, was introduced on a three- 
year basis, necessitated no special 
transportation costs and recruited at
least 20 students in kindergarten and 
Grade 1.
In the sure knowledge that the 
amended motion would be lost at that 
meeting and that, if they voted in its 
favor they would not, by the terms of 
Roberts Rules of Order, be able to 
reintroduce it Hyndman and Kristianson 
voted against their own resolution.
He wanted it clearly understood, 
Hyndman said, that he was “Voting 
against the motion only because of the 
rule of order and that he favored French 
immersion and fully intended to bring it 
up again.
Whereupon Kristianson gave notice- 
of-motion that the matter would be 




The possible expansion of the Sid- 
ney/North Saanich public library is still 
just that — possible. Aid. John Lapham 
told a North Saanich committee meeting 
Monday night. ■
Lapham said he has met twice with 
representatives from the Town of Sidney 
and the Vancouver public library to 
discuss the expansion.^
However; her said further inforntation 
is needed from both ;bf those; sources; , 
before any decisionicanbentade^^^^^^^ 'V^^^^^^ 
Lapham" told the committee that close '
by the ministry of highway's*'forHhe 
y interchange at Beacon Avenue.
Lapham said if the expansion is to 
take place bn the present library site.
“then it looks like the onlyplace to go is 
" bp.’’
Off-^ite expansioii had; alsb been 
looked at, said Lapham; But he npted 
that the acquisition of another property ; 
appeared to be “fob rich for anybody’s 
blood.”
He said there had also been the 
suggestion of moving the library into ' 
Sidney elementary school, but library 
representatives were hesitant because of 
staffing problems.
Director of engineering Leo den Boer
Society in its prbposeds building; oh 




It was a sad occasion for Sidney 
Mayor Norma Sealey when she closed 
Monday night’s council meeting with a 
tribute to two departing aldermen.
Aid. Gordon Martmann had only 
been a part of council a relatively short 
time but “has promised to be a fine 
alderman. He’s worked hard and 
assumed responsibilities,” she said.
“I have a feeling you’ll be back,” she 
told Martmann.
Mayor Sealey said she’s had dif­
ferences of opinion with Aid. Jerry 
Tregivskis over the years but “1 have 
developed a whole new respect for 
him.”
Trcgu.skis had done u good job for
Sidney -r I’m delighted he hung in 
there, she said, referring to criticism 
earlier this year that the alderman had 
not resigned following his move Jo 
Vancouver.
“I feel very sad you’re going to be 
leaving us, Jerry,” she said.
Tregaskis had continued to serve 
Sidney at great personal inconvenience 
and cost to himself. “I feci the town
owes you a great deal of gratitude.”
Tregaskis said he’d enioyed his time 
on council and found it “enlightening 
and educational. 1 hope you can keep 
council as co-operative as you have in 
the past, he told the mayor.
Recent complaints about the safety of 
pedestrian and bicycle traffic on North 
Saanich roads seems to have paid off.
At a meeting Monday night, the 
North Saanich municipal public works 
committee authorized a “comprehensive 
outline” of safely roiitc.s throughout 
McTavisit, Wain, Birch Roads as well as 
the Deep Cove area.
The outline will be undertakcti by Leo 
den Boer, director of engineering, and 
will include the whole area of “public 
safety”, such as bicycle paths, road 
allowances, and even sidewalks where| 
absolutely necessary.
This action comes as a result of 
complaints last week from two school 
parents’ groups and a number of in­
dividuals requesting improved traffic 
safety on municipal roads.
The action also follows the double 
traffic deaths on Birch Road Oct, 15 of 
a 31-ycar-old North Saanich woman and 
her I7-monih*old son.
The committee authorized den Boer 
to report back to them before bringing 
the matter up at council level.
The committee bad met with Pat 
Green, a representative of Deep Cove 
elcirieniary parents' auxilary, earlier to 
discuss the problem around that par­
ticular school.
Aid, John Lapham told Green tliat 
every road in North Saanich has a 
problem, but the municipality couldn’t 
install sidewalks on every one.
Once compiehcnsive pedestrian and 
cyclist routes had been pul in place there 
could be no guarantee that a tragic 
accident would not happen again, 
Lapham said.
However, Green pointed out there arc 
parents who drive their children to 
school because they are “too scared” to 
let them walk or ride.
"And ihey’vc been doing it for 
years,” agreed Aid. Hob Thompson 
“The whole area needs invest ignting In 
light of these problems,” Lapham .said.
However, Aid. Eric Sherwood noted, 
“We’ve known about thl.s for some 
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Sidney Days Festival Society executive 
Sund,iy p.as.scd a non-confidcncc motion 
on society president Gordon Arnistrong 
and a public meeting will be held soon to 
elect n new president and officers, John 
tViyle told Sidney " council Monday
Doyle, vice-president of the society, 
was reporting to council on his at- 
icitc^uiiic lit a iccciii seminal oi lire 
North West Festival Association In 
Vancouver, but he also explained he was 
“micmpling to let you know wind’s 
going on,"
Following the fiasco of Sidney Days 
last summer and the criticism that came 
in its wake, Sidney Day.s rc.stival Society, 
was formed. Doyle said his first con- 
ncciion witli Sidney Days was as n 
icpicsciimiivc of Sidney Lions and that 
he'd niiended meetings since the festival 
ended last summer.
Doyle said iinicss the society was 
reorganized Sidney Days would he a 
"total disaster” and charged support 
was lacking under the present lender- 
siiip.
Offers of help had “tallcn on deaf
cars”, Doyle said, and claimed Arm­
strong had said he was"dlsturbcd there 
was so much cmlnisiasm" fiom 
members.
He said Armsiroiig refused to par- 
licipaic ill an ciiicigency meeting Sunday 
and bad said “the festival was well in 
hand” and “Mrs. Sowerby. had 
everything well in band.”
Doyle said that under new leadership 
theic would be backing from service 
clubs, “hut they won’t go with the 
disaster of other years”. He told council 
the society still hod a deficit problem.
Under questioning from Aid, Ross 
Martin, Doyle said Armstrong was 
being asked to resign. The current 
executive, some of whom were elected at 
a Nov. 21 meeting at which Armstrong 
lelt eaily, included rcprescmaiives from 
five service clubs, be said, but explained 
.Sidney Rotary had withdrawn from 
Rii'lne V Dflvs. “Tbev want in hunk nut ” 
However, Doyle assured Marlin there 
W0s some "potenrial” for getting 
Rotarlans io reconsider.
Coriilniied on Page IH
**i:mce«" Mike Schaldemose ami couple of chorus line
from Gnmroots Timm run through segment of hit mmlml 
•’Cabaret ” in prepmdlonfor oprning night Dec. 4. See story page
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Christmas Letters — such a chore 
You need not worry anymore!
Sunshine 
Secretarial Service
656-5641 2452 Beacon A ve.
€ard^ crafts sale 
\ will help children
Bab's Family 
Restaurant





Open Mon. Thru Sat. 9 o.m. • 8 p.m. 
Phone Ahead for Faster Takeout 
652-3954
FAMILY RESTAURANT 
OPEN DAILY 11 AM
lot
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
D(NE IN OR TAKE OUT 









"Honieslylc Cooking and Baking 
at Old fashioned Prices"







Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 







THURSDAY & SUNDAY 
SMORGASBORD DINNER 
WEDNESDAY EVENING
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Reservations 656-3541
Mary Gibbs, district represen- 
tataive for the Save The Children 
Fund, has been raising money in 
Sidney for needy youngsters for 
many years - usually with her annual 
teas and stalls at Sanscha Hall’s flea 
market.
But it’s the Year of The Child and 
Mrs. Gibbs is making a special effort 
to raise money this Christmas to 
purchase clothing and toys for 
children in northern B.C. and the 
Yukon.
On Saturday, between 10 a.m. and
4 p.m. Christmas cards and crafts 
will be on sale at 2449 Beacon, in the 
former Cash and Carry store.
Mrs. Gibbs, 10937 Madrona 
Drive, said Monday funds were also 
needed for seven families which are 
sponsored by the Save The Children 
Fund.
She paid tribute to the Saanich 
Peninsula Arts and Crafts Society for 
its contribution to Saturday’s sale. 
Members had donated pottery and 











OPEN FROM 5 P.M. DAILY 
[CLOSED TUES.)
(Formerly Trumen's Steak House)
2558 Bevan A ve. , Sidney 
Reservations 656-4640
i hotel SidneyFoot of Beacon Ave. OCEAN VIEW
eoYssm
STEAK, PIZZA & SPAGHEHI HOUSE
Evening Dining in Fine .
' Mediteranian Tradition 
■ RESERVATIONS - 656-55W.
: TAKE OUTS - 656-5597 : 
Mon.-Sot. 1.1 o.m. -2 a.nn.
' Sunday VI o.m. - Midnight.
5th & Beocon , jSIdnoy .
Try our famous salad bar 












(Except bras, pantyhose and accessories)
BEACON AVE,. SIDNEY, B.C.
The Finest ill 
Family Dining 
Open 7 a.m.-Midhight 
; 656-1176
RESTAURANT
Specializing In Chinese 
& Canadian Food
OPEN: MON.-THURS. 4“ - MIDNIGHT 
FRI.-Sat. A” ■ 1” a.m. 
ISUNDAy 4“ . 8'“ p.m.
: Deliveiy with minimum order’
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
^ mm SAVINGS




ALSO SEE OURSPECIAL mm
of assorted dresses, blouses, 
sweaters etc.
Marked down to
A Winnipeg man who 
also owns property in the 
Dalkeith Avenue area of 
North Saanich has been 
turned down by council in 
his request to have Dalkeith 
Avenue designated a 
standard seven-metre wide 
road.
Council instead decided 
to go with the wishes of 
“92.3 per cent of the 
property owners’’ in the 
area and make Dalkeith a 
5.5 - metre wide “winding 
country road.’’
Council said the road 
widening will proceed as a 
local improvement plan in 
accordance with the road 
opening and closing bylaw.
“There will be no 
lowering of standards by 
making this a country road 
type one,” explained Aid. 
Eric Sherwood.
However, R.C. Som- 
merville of 2514 Pinewood 
Drive, Winnipeg, wrote 
council in a letter dated 
Nov. 2, explaining his 
“total opposition” to the 
move.
“First of all, the purpose 
of any public road is surely 
to provide a safe and 
convenient means of access 
and passage for private, 
commercial and emergency 
vehicles,” he said.
“A standard seven-metre 
roadway will provide this. 
Anything less than the 
standard roadway will 
interfere with this safe 
passage.”
He added, “A narrow
country lane would create 
an unnecessary hazard or at 
the least, an inconvenience 
to vehicular traffic.”
Sommerville said he 
understood that there is 
concern Dalkeith “will 
become a speedway”, but 
said the only way unlawful 
speeding can be controlled 
is through education and 
enforcement of the laws 
— “not by placing hazards 
such as curves and trees in 
the path of vehicles.”
Sommerville, a 
professional engineer, 
explained that when he and 
his wife purchased the 
property several years ago it 
was with the intention of 
building a residence and 
moving to Vancouver 
Island sometime in 1982.
“At the time of the 
purchase we had un­
derstood that Dalkeith 
w^uld be opened as a 
standard public road at the 
request and cost of the 
owners of the properties 
benefitting from Ardmore 
Drive easterly,” he wrote.
He said since then he has 
discovered that Glenelg will 
not connect to Dalkeith but 
will remain as a cul-d-sac 
running southerly from 
Bradley Dyne Road.
“A cul-de-sac or two cul- 
de-sacs to serve the long 
stretch of individual lots 
such as front on Dalkeith 
will present an intolerable 
inconvenience to all 
residents, now and in the 
future,” he said.
He added that residents 
will “waste precious energy 
in making every trip, in or 
out, longer; and most 
importantly will create 
confusion and danger for 
commercial and emergency 
vehicles.”
Aid. Jim Gumming 
noted, “He seems to want 
to bring Winnipeg to North 
Saanich.”
In a related matter. Aid. 
Edgar Farthing announced 
his opposition to the 
municipality providing 
financing for the con­
struction of Dalkeith 
Avenue.
Farthing noted the 
municipality was intending 
to lend money to the area 
property owners and said, 
“it is not the function of the 
municipality to be in the 
money lending business.”
Farthing said the 
municipality had loaned 
funds at nine per cent in­
terest to other groups, but 
could in fact get more than 
that now.
He conceded that the 
municipality does gain in 
some sense by getting a 
road, but he said they could 
have got it anyway, even if 
property owners received 
funding elsewhere.
However, Aid. O.B. 
Philp said, “It’s the sort of 
thing we should do for our 
people.”
Sherwood agreed, 
commenting, “I think it’s a 
fair deal. We have a moral 
responsibility.”
¥m mE'mEEK. OULY :
ISOHDAY, NOV. 26 thru SATURDAY, DECk 1
;;4l680fEik;l4KE DR.;4680jElKTA  r.
; ViCtdh'd, B.Cl:.^
strathm6re:dinning;room
,1'; ContinentJi’puisme in'Vi 
L'fa Itaditicinal'English atmosphere:
L 7 Days a Week 5:30 to 10:30 : ‘ 
—. . (ealuring -I———..2-
THE THATCH DISCO
Two liveliest dance tloois in Vicloiia.
Open • Mon. (o Sat.
8 p.m: to 2 a.m. ; - 658-5231
9776 -:4th St. . Sidney:
; ;::i Behind ihe Pos|:Olf:ce
-r SPECIALIZING IN —i :• 
FISH S CHIPS 
Breakfasl-lunch-dinner
Opan Dolly 7:30 AM- 7:30 PM 
, Closed Sunday 












•Central; Saanich was (hit 
with)' a: string of traffic 
mishaps this : w^ 'in- 
l eluding; one' "in ' which a 
Saanichton man was taken
2455 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C. PHONE 656-1724
,€x; TSp
JR^ERS - FISH & CHIPS 
-ICECREAM 
Eat • Phone in ■ Take out
at the X-Rood Mt. Newton 









aAMOB.J CANOE COVE MAKINA
Opin Pally 0:30 a.m. Io 4.00 p.m.
656‘2m
"Sdnii
Fish Chips' - TAKE OUT “
91107-4lhK(.. Sidney














Monday —• Thursday Soon to 13 Mid, I'rlday 12 Soon to 3 a.m. 
Saturday 4p.m. to3a.m. 
25(miU:.UVS.iyt\ 656^4331
DELI-BUN




SOUPS tt SALADS 
TAKEOUTS
3rd & Beacon Ave.
656-4333
WhDro to toltc your vlBiioro G friendo
AllDMOREtJOLr (.iOlJIlHE, 9.30 Ardmore Hr. & Wcsl Suanlcli Rond, Sidney 
A cozy 9-holcr, ideal for familia. Beauiiful scenery and special twilight rates for 9'holc 
gome, Club.s and earl rcnials — picnic and bnrheciie facilities — swimming hcacli, IMionc 
656-4621.
BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brenlwood lYrhe, Urcnlwood, 652-2*11.3.
SALMON EISIHNC;, Boal Renlal, Cliildcil Fishing Trips (all Inelusive)
I'lunily fisliing in Ilie proiecied Saanicli Inlci. BiciuwlkhI Boat Renials (1971) Ltd. at ilic’ 
Ferry Dock, Breniwood Bay. l*hom* 6.52-1014.
DOTFl, F4DNEY, 2537 Ufaenis Ave.,, Kidney. 656-3.311
Ttiesiliiy nlglil, Bore Country feaiuring Rob Hollis wlilt Norm Winqulst and Ralph 
Nieforih in the Lounge 8«12 p.m, Wednesday nlghi, If -12 p.m. is Talent Night In the Pub.
'HIE PR AIRIE INN, corner Ml. Newton X Roads and East Kuankh Ud. 65(>.1.S75 
Relax by the Hrc and listen tolivecntei iainmeni while playing Chess, Cribbage, Checkers, 
Backgammon, Harts or Fool.
SIDNEY TRAVFXODCJE, 2280 Weaeon Ave., Sidney. 656-1176 , , ,,,,,
Fonyles Place every F'rlday and S.i!urdHy night 9 - 2 a.m.. dunce to the music oi the 50 s 
feaiiirinB in ilic Lminge, Ray Mniqiictie, Comury/I'olk Music. 8:00 p.m. to Midnight.








SOUR DOUGH BREAD 
RYE BREAD
WHITE & WHEATMEAL BAPS
to Royal Jubilee Hospital.
I: 'Bernard Silvergieter was 
taken to hospital with 
minor injuries sustained 
after a collision between the 
car he was driving and 
another car driven by 
Gordon Penny of Victoria.
Police said the accident 
took place Nov. 19 at the 
intersection of Mt. Newton 
Crossroad and East Saanich 
Road. Damage totalled 
more than $9,000 and 
Silvergieter’s vehicle was 
demolished.
That same day, this time 
at the intersection of Mt. 
Newton Crossroad and Pat 
Bay Highway, a single 
vehicle accident resulted in 
some $2,000 damage.
A car driven by Susan 
Jean Pumple of Sidney 
swerved to miss a deer on 
Pat Bay Higliway and went 
across two lanes, colliding 
with a cement traffic 
divider. Pumple escaped 
uninjured and no charges 
were laid.
A Victoria man, Dennis 
Evans, came away with a 
bump on his head and 
minor laccfations following 
a two-car collision Nov. 22 
at Pat Bay Highway and 
Mt, Newton Crossroad.
Evans’ veliicle collided 
witli a vehicle driven ,by 
Arthcr Shorireid of 
Crofion. Damage totalled
moreth^,$3,000. ;
( A day later two juveniles 
were involved in separate 
accidents totalling' more 
than $3,0(K) in damage.
Finally, some $1,500 in • 
damage resulted from a 
two-car accident on Craig 
Avenue Nov 25. The drivers 
involved were Gregory 
Shemoen of Victoria and 
Mark Lovic of Brentwood. 
Both escaped unhurt.
In addition, Central 
Saanich police have 
recovered close to half a 
dozen stolen bicycles and 
are currently investigating a 
group of 13 and 14-year- 
olds in connection with the 
thefts.
Meanwhile, in Sidney 
and North Saanich, RCMP 
report they had an accident 
of their own Nov. 16. It 
seems a local constable 
“should have gone straight 
instead of zagging" and 
ended up totalling the 
cruiser at the corner of 
Fifth Street and Ocean.
Damage was estimated at 
$5,200 and RCMP now 
expect a new car sometime 
this week as 0 re,suit.
RCMP report a .scries of 
vandalism incidents over 
the weekend involving a 
number of private 
residences and Sidney 
elementary school.
7 FRUIT CftKE ___
















MADE IN OUR OWN 
KITCHENS
Cocktail Sausage Rolls 
and Pattie Shells 
Meat Pies
Steak & Kidney Pies 
Cornish Pasties
BLACK FOREST HAM 
ROAST BEEF 
ROAST PORK 




40 YEARS OF GREAT ■ >, 
ENTERTAINWIENTI
‘Ap l|
THE BIGGEST AND THE BEST AMD STIII NO 1
PRESENTED BY THE CITY OF VICTORIA 
VICTORIA MEMORIAL ARENA
WEUHESCRY, m. 12 THROUdH SUMSI.Y, BEC. 16
AU SCATS nr;aEnVt;D. $6,50 - $7,00 - «Z,60
TICKETS NOW ON SALE
10 00 * m •?( 00 fUn MONtlAV TO IkMLinOAV 
KIITM*. M6YTA1H, MILlSIOi: M*tl. f ATOM 8 
M Hvicfi rHAfinr or pm wn iirKrt at MAvrAin.
LAIUN U 6 HUlblOt MAIL
Chichi CuMcmtiri, m*y um Ihttii CliAitfA Accntmlt
I’t Ilf OHMANCt TlMt:A WltO AND THUH8 , 7 :i0 f> M 
I 111 AND SAT , ft 00 P M , BAT MATINEE P 00 f M 
fUlNOAV matinee S 00 P M AND « 00 P M 
CHIl IWI N AND VOLItHB 10 VEAIW AHl,l UNOEfl
SPECIAL Pnices 'OftorrmonMOwnfr
f ;W f' M THUHB f .10 P M , 8AI MAtlNLF P 00 P M 
tiUNOAV t VENINO MATINEE IS 00 P M
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A school , reunion at 
Prince George junior-senior 
high school for students 
and teachers who were at 
the school from 1945 to 
1955 takes place June 14 
next year at the Royal
Canadian Legion, 1335 
7th Ave., Prince George. 
Tickets are obtainable from 
Clyde Smaaslet (564-0852), 
Jean May (564-7724) or 
Ruth Flynn (564-7731).
Pages
WEEKDAYS? 9 - 9 SUNDAYS 11 - 9
The presidents of North 
Saanich’s two property 
owners’ associations - 
North - West Mount 
Newton and Deep Cove - 
said Friday their 
organizations represent “all 
the people’’, not just 
property owners.
The two men - Trevor 
Davies for Mount Newton 
and Larry Cross for Deep 
Cove -. were responding to 
an editorial in the Nov. 21 
issue of'The Review which 
criticized a statement made 
recently by Cross, when he 
was interviewed on the 
results of an election 
questionnaire the 
associations mailed to 
North Saanich residents.
“We have gone on the 
assumption that elected 
representatives carry out 
the wishes of property 
owners,’’ Cross said that 
time.
Cross said that despite 
the wording in the title, his 
association “acts for all 
residents’’. Paid mem­
bership in the Deep Cove 
Property Owners’ 
Association was about 120 
to 140 and members would 
all likely be property 
owners, he said.
“But anyone can join, 
our newsletter goes out to 
every resident.’’
Property owners, 
though, tend to have the 
greatest interest in joining 
because they have a bigger 
commitment to the area, he 
explained.
“It’s a matter of lifestyle. 
We like to develop an in­
dividual lifestyle. We put a 
lot of effort into it, so we’ve 
got a lot to protect.’’
Davies said the title of his 
association was
“misleading. A bit of a 
misnomer, in fact.” The 
Mount Newton association 
tries to represent people in a 
certain area and anyone 
whose interests are affected 
can join, he said.
Due to merging interests 
over the years the 
“property owners” title
First come,
had lost its relevancy. 
Change it? he said. “The 
association is registered 
under the Societies Act and 
it would cost $100 to change 
the name.”
Unlike Deep Cove, 
Mount Newton has no 
membership list and doesn’t 
keep records. Anyone can 
attend a meeting and by 
paying $1 can be a member, 
Davies said.
No one is asked to pay 
regular, yearly membership 
dues. “It’s really very 
informal,” Davies said. 
“Eligibility is everyone who 
lives in the area; effective 
voting is everyone who pays 
$1.”
Larry Cross said 
directors of Deep Cove and 
Mount Newton did not go 
to the membership for 
approval to send out the 
questionnaire to residents.
“We couldn’t hold a 
general meeting every time 
we wished to do something. 
And in this instance, we 
didn’t feel it was necessary. 
We were just giving them 
(residents) information.”
2405 Bimn mL, Sidney
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All programs at the 
Panorama Recreation 
Centre are now open on a 
first come, first served 
basis, recreation com­
mission chairman Bob 
Hope announced Friday.
The commission met 
Nov. 15 and the decision 
was unaniihous to rescind 
former policy giving Sidney 
and North Saanich 
residents priority in 
registered programs. - ^ 
Brian Storrier, manager 
of the recreation centre, 
said the policy worked well 
enough for the first two 
years the centre was open 
but “in the last six months 
or so has actually hindered 
rather than helped.”
Some people had begun 
using other recreation 
centres and in some in­
stances, there had been a 
problem filling classes at 
the Panorama centre, he 
said.
A close to $1 million 
dollar expansion at the 
centre is eyed by the 
commission, the project to 
include racquet courts, 
fitness room, restaurant 
and a redesigned lounge.
A referendum will likely 




The Saanich Peninsula 
and Gulf Islands 
Multicultural Sbclcty will 
be the first organization in 
B.C. to go ahead with the 
provlnci.!! government's 
Fun Fest '80 theme, society 
president Juanita Harris 
said Monday.
A New Year’s Eve ball ni 
Snnscha Hall Ls the big 
event and features the 
crowning of a king and 
queen, at a “coronation" 
contest; dancing until 2 
a.m, with Wayne Peters 
and The Home Drew band; 
a hot and cold buffet, 
continental style; and n 
cocktail (no-host) bar.
The king and queen 
chosen in the contest will 
npi>ear at other events 
during 1980, Miss Harris 
said, 11
The society sent letters to 
organizations in the 
peninsula inviting them to 
participate in the contest 
and to elect candidates 
involved in community 
service.
The society will have a 
panel of judges who will 
choose the “manarchs" by 
a points system.
i ickeis tor the ball cost 
$30 per person, and arc 
available at the Owl’s Eye 
Dookitorc on Beacon 
Avenue and Circle E Saddle 
Western Wear, 1720 
Douglas. I
V "
North Saanich ratepayers in 
•the spring of 1980. Gentral 
Saanich municipality does 
not participate financially 
in the recreation centre.
The move to make the 
additions to the centre 
followed a recent random 
opinion sampling made of 
homes in the two 
municipalities and a survey 
taken at Sidney shopping 
mall.
The sinwey indicated 
expansion of centre 
facilities would be 
favorably received.
HAVE YOU BEEN TO














IF NOT, YOU WON’T 
BELIEVE OUR FABULOUS 




CROCKETTS VICTORY GARDEN 
SPACEWRECK
BETTY BEAR'S BIRTHDAY 
and other Gyo Fujikawa Board Books ^3®
Pierre & Janet Berton's CANADIAN FOOD GUIDE
ALICE IN WONDERLAND • COLOUR ILLU3.
YOUCAN DISCO »695
COME AND BROWSE SOON
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X HaMts die hard
Central Saanich was one of the peninsula . 
communities which recently received a long 
well-written (from a public relations stan­
dpoint) letter from Ian A. Gray, president of 
CP Air, which sought support for an ap­
plication to the Canadian Transport Com­
mission to add Victoria to its transcontinental 
licence.
Approval of the application would mean an 
early morning CP Air flight Victoria - 
Vancouver - Calgary - Winnipeg - Ottawa and. 
an early afternoon flight Victoria - Winnipeg
- Ottawa - Toronto and two additional 
eastbound flights, one early morning and one 
late afternoon.
Everybody jumped on the bandwagon — 
well, nearly every'body. There were comments 
about the additional flights helping to relieve 
our isolation and improving our com­
munication, commercial and otherwise, with 
the rest of the world and, in fact, the letter 
was supported by a resolution of council.
The only dissenter was Aid. Dick Sharpe 
and he grumpily commented on the oncoming 
energy crunch. Unless “these damned things”
— and hewas including, we imagine, more 
than just air transport — are made to run on 
something other than petroleum products 
we’re all going to be “out of gas,”
He was sitting in Toronto airport recently, 
Sharpe said, and two of today’s monster 
planes were sitting on the tarmac both 
heading for the west coastand each of
It didn’t make sense and
WEATHER SUMMARY
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' A: .3.L .
Leaf Strewn lane in North Saanich is another reminder of time of year.
Ron Norman Photo I
ATTEND THE CHURCH 



















Pastor Ernie KratofO 
P*one 477-8478 
Saankhton Elementary School 
1649 Mt. Newton X Rd.
" 1 them one-third full.
STAG SON’S thanks
it didn’t matter a damn whether; these aerial
'Trustee: ill-informed
Dear Madam,









By the time the energy crunch came, wryly 
cornmented AW^^^ Waring, the airlines i
would bb feeding alcohol to the engines rather ■ 
than the customers.
But Sharpe was swamped. Old habits die 
hard and there was talk of jobs created, the 
possibility that increased traffic might bring a 
radar control system to the airport, quicker 
passage for the daffodil crop and other things 
•— bigger and better, onward and upward.
But Sharpe’s picture sticks in the mind — 
those two monster aircraft sitting in Toronto, 
each one-third full, and both with the same 
destination.
On behalf of STAG and myself I would like, to ex-
press: our sincere appreciation to merchants in elections
;Sidney area^ door prizes for ^re over^MJ^rdly seems timely to makeiurther coin- V
/ jOur. recent - dance .at > S Hall. Narnely: ■ Sidney inents ab^'&jevenls gone by. However, -as' a' Oentral
I Hotel, Pat’s-a-Pizza; Radio bchack; MacLeods; Donut ] Saanich tixpaver and a member of Saanich Parents for 
' House; Gray Beverages; Mr. Submarine and ;GKDA <; y .FfenchL 1 febi: cdmpelled to make a few statements ^
Radio and Sidney Bakery.
In addition we would like to thank the Army and 
Navy for its generous contribution of recovering our 
pool table and Vic and Wayne’s Billiards for recovering 
the bumpers. V
It is certainly a pleasure to see the community 





Jerry Tregaskis attended his last council 
meeting Monday. The Sidney alderman 
moved to Vancouver earlier this year and it 
was just a matter of time before he vacated 
his seat on council. He could — and some 
thought he should •— have made the move at 
last June’s byelection but Tregaskis preferred 
to stay on until'the November elections. 
Despite the fact that he had to commute 
between Vancouver and Sidney each week, 
there is no reason to believe he neglected his 
aldermanlc duties these last few months.
Therfc is no doubt that Tregaskis, along 
with Aid. Ross Martin, composed the 
strength on council, and for that reason, we 
are sorry to see him go.
He was an admirable alderman - honest, 
fearless and outspoken, Because he did his 
job so well, he will be missed.
Re: Cpl. G. Kaminski - Sidney RCMP Detachment 
We wish to e,\piess our appreciation for the diligent 
and tactful manner in which the above noted oftTcer 
handled a recent problem at the Beacon Plaza Shopping 
centre in Sidney.
Gver the past years, we have had several theft and 
vandalism incidents. The RCMP have in all cases 
processed same with enviable restraint and perception.
D.W. .Sullivun 




I sNOukl like to concur sLitli liic Icuci to ihc Ldiuu in 
the Nov. 21, issue of The Review regarding the RC.MP 
in Sidney,
l agrcc with each point made, particularly the fact the 
men are moved around so nnich they don't have a 
chance to get involved in the community, That facioi is 
probably mosi applicable to the young people,
Fiach time this subject is brought up (he town sIiL'ots it 




felarding the totally incorrect information which , 
received a place of some prominance in Mrs. Esther 
Galbraith’s flyer distributed to all homes in the area.
Firstly, Mrs. Galbraith stated that “a few citizens in 
our community’’ support French immersion, and that 
their “personal desires” for French immersion should 
not be met. It is worth nothing that to date these “few 
citizens” number 90 families, and her job as school 
trustee is in fact to meet the needs of the community.
It’s odd that a keen interest in our children’s 
education is somehow conceived as a selfish ex- 
clusivism. French immersion education is for all 
children, and is a highly successful form of instruction 
for children of all abilities and all socio-economic 
backgrounds, and belongs in the public school system so 
that its benefits may be universally available to all who 
desire it. •
Secondly, and most importantly, the flyer continues 
by stating that French immersion “means a totally 
separated school system.,.” Nowhere in the 13 school 
disuicts of British Columbiawhich currently have a 
French immersion program (Coquitlam has had French 
immersion for 11 years) is there the vaguest notion of 
separate scliool systems.
Dr, Nick Ardonaz assistant from the provincial 
ministry of education when contacted, was appalled by 
•.uch a flag!am insinuation. The province of British 
Columbia has one public school system within which the 
French'i:mncrsion program will be one of many 
amb.L'i i/L\’. programs in 1980.
Thirdly,Mrs, Galbraith cites Ontario and Manitoba 
as two provinces where two separate school .systems 
csist and wlierc”there is distinct pulling apart in the 
comiminiiN'into two camps.”
This comment in comc.M falsely associates a French 
iirtmersivm program with an historical division between 
(he Proicsiam English and tire Catholic French -■ a 
division whiclr existed many generations before French 
immersion sviis dreamed of,
Mrs, Galbraith is wrong and ill-informed ■—French
ST. STEPHEN’S 
11:(X) a.m. Sunday 
School
11:15 a.m. ^
; y Communion 





Rev. Ivan Futter 
652-2812 
Ofnee 652-4311 












Fomily Service ond i 
Syodcy.School y,
1 l:00o.m.






7180 Eait Soonich Rd. 
9:45 o.m. 
laiNTWOOD 
7162 Wert Soonlch Rd. 
11:15 a m.
Baby Fold Provided
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030 Third St.. Sidney 
(while under construction) 
..Saturday Mass only 





Rev. Ken W. Finstad 
479-6237






















7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME 
Pastor H.E. Dawes 
65645940
Anglloan Church of Canada '
THE PARISH 











%86 Third St., Sidney
Conlinui'd on Page 17
WA/,/. i&dSM
60 YEARS A GO THIS WEEK:
From the Nov. 27,1919 Issue '
Police Patrol Had Spccditls: Several ihing.s seemed to 
happen about the same time Iii.st Sunday afternoon 
around the Hall of Justicc on Railroad Street.
The disturbance created such a commotion in the 
building adjoining the police headquarters that the 
furniture, books and sundry other articles in the san­
ctum were a trifle excited as evidenced by the fact that 
several fine rush-bottomed chairs had the bottoms all 
rushed out of them, and a book eniitkd “The Road to 
Health” was afteiwards found half-way through the 
open door, having probably come to the conclusion 
that, after all, it was safer inside than out.
Tlic t.iu,sc of all tlic iigilalio!* .v,iis the uevs police 
patrol belonging to the police department. To the casual 
observer, the car appears to be nothing out of the or­
dinary, but Its antics on ibis occasion were of a truly 
atblcifc character, borncumes u seemed to need only one 
wheel, at others it seemed not to have enough. It just 
seemed to stand on its hind legs and paw the air.
The old V A b station seems to be a shade paler in 
colour now than ii was a few days ago, aiihoogii one 
would think that the sight of the V & S train of former
days would case harden vinything,
The car seemed to aim straight ,it tin: station and 
several other things simuliarieously. But it missed the 
station .and went on a r.'tmpage ipwartl the wliarf.
Constable Bishop, the occup,am of ilie car, seemed to 
be having the time of Itis life, Every blamed thing he 
touclicd in an endeavour to stop the machine seemed to 
give it just a little more sp,,wd .
After having manoeuvred the patrol, in some 
unaccountable w/ay, onto Bc.tcon ,\venue, it evideruly 
tnade up its mind to shots real speed, and just a bl.tck 
streak w’a.s seen going up the thoroughfare taking .about 
seven and a half secomls to reach Last Roftd.
Mere the car had about 47 fits all in one, and came to 
.such tt sudden hall that the genial Harry lost one or two 
of his back teeth and several gtmd resokuio'ns which he 
had stored in his dome of thought for use on Nesv 
■V'ear'sDay..
lie ulighkcd tiuni iltb uja sviilt vn.c ut (i.,'. 
expansive smiles, but svluii he said on that occasion will 
forever remain one of the (wlice depart ment secrets.
Tlie utifuly. member of the police derarimctil svas led
.■\n c.xiraordlnary session of the police court was 
called immediately upon Murry’s arrival at headquarters
and piesided over In Police Constable H. Bishop, and 
Many was fined S7.77 for speeding. The fine was later 
remiued as it was proven that the infraction of the law 
was uninieatiorial, the driver of the car having not 




10364 McDonald PorkRd. 








7:00 p.m. Praise & Share 
Thursday
7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
“Prcachina the Christ- 






9925 RrtH STREET, 
SIDNEY. B.C. 
Sunday Services 







“'With Christ at heart 
and you in mind.”









Rev. Robert Sunsom 
656-4870 656-5322
50 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
l•rtlm ihc Nov. 28. 1929 Issue
SAANICHTON 
BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Meets each Sunday 
Keating Elem. School 
6843 Central Saanich Rd, 
Lord's Supper 9:30 a.m. 
Family Service 11:00 a.m. 
Cottage
Meeting 7:00 p.m. 
Phone
1 656-4730 652-2669
new More — Ttie People’s Supply Store — will
U(H'ti III Sidney Oft (he cornet of Beacon Avenue and 
Founh Street, next Saturday, Nov, .30.
In Ilie ice cream p.irtour there has been installed a 




waters and through grccti r.ntis!C'i' to';thv
and locked up,
40 YE’tRS'AGO THIS HT-W?'
Tffttn the Nov. 29,19.39 Issue 
In tiu? clriNsiiled section of this issue fippcatst "Wood 
fir«i ernwth rickwood, $4,75 in two-cord lots, Also 
wnoit fdi- fifepl;iee 'and heater'at 13.75 in tw'O-eord lots. 
.losephCrooks,’phone Sidney 11-m, \
The Church By The Like
Elk lake
Community Baptist 
5363 Pat Bay Highway 


















2295 Weller Ave. 
Sunday, Dec. 2 
9:45 a.m. ■ Sunday 
School and 
Discussion Group 
11:00 a.m. Family 
Worship 





9:45 a.m, Sunday 
School
Brentwood Bay 
9:45 n.m, Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. 'Worship
7:00 p.m. Worship








7:30 p,m. Bible Study 
A Prayer










In a letter in last week’s 
Review, Rubymay Parrott, 
long-time member of 
Saanich school board, said 
goodbye to Jack Armstrong 
who was narrowly defeated 
in the contest for Saanich 
representative on the board 
in last week’s municipal 
election.
He was, she said, a 
dedicated trustee, honest... 
and a gentleman... and so 
he was and is. But there’s 
more to it than that. With 
Armstrong gone who is 
going to represent that ever­
growing body of people 
who, in their perception, 
believe that education 
should return to basics.
by pat murphy \
II Armstrong seemed at times to play the role of the
*........
board’s old curmudgeon. He was, or seemed to be, of the 
“readin’, writin’ and ‘rithmetic” school and stressed 
constantly that schools were not sports academies, places 
for recreation or entertainment but halls of learning. He 
believed that students did not necessarily have to enjoy 
their time at school — it wasn’t the school’s function to 
amuse them — but that they should know something about 
some basic things when they departed.
His reaction, when jaunts and trips and expeditions were 
discussed, was predictable. Eyes would roll heavenwards as 
trustees awaited his comment which were usually along 
the line that such extra-curricular activities could well be 
dispensed without loss to the students. It was a theme he 
constantly reiterated and, while it probably became a little 
tiresome over the years, ii was a valid point of view and one 
held by' many of the people “out there’’ who have no voice 
in education other than the election of their repre.sentative
Armstrong was against teachers on the school board. He 
took the position that the place for teachers was on the 
classroom and not on the school board where they could be 
involved iti a conllict of interest. He had supporters for this 
point of view — lots of them.
He was also for keeping costs down and exercised a 
watchdog role in this area. The fast that he was something 
of a loner on the school board is an indication of just where 
education and its administratiin has gone in the past few 
decades. I’m sure that at one time most members of any 
school board would have been prototypes of Armstrong — 
hard-nosed realists determined to keep the emphasis on 
basic education with a minimum of frills, stem opponents 
of airy-fairy ideas of permissiveness and vigilant guardians 
of the public purse.
Such attitudes are rare these days when teachers and 
administrators seem, at times, almost subordinate to the 
student body but the climate of opinion may well be 
changing. It’s hardening, in my opinion, and more and 
more people are swinging toward Armstrong and basics. 
They are being influenced by frequent demonstrations of 
functional illiteracy on the part of graduate students many 
of whom arc unable to pass university entrance 
examinations.
No one denies, and I’m sure Armstrong would be the 
first to admit, that education has to be adapted to meet the 
needs of a changing society, one which is more graphic and
electronic than ever dreamed of but there are, surely, still 
sorne fundamentals. Reading and writing and the ability to 
articulate would seem to be among them. These we seem to 
be losing and, if Armstrong and others among us seem to 
be overreacting, it is because we are frightened.
The technical, mechanical, graphic and oral im- * 
provement, if such they are, are altering the quality of all 
our lives but in the areas of human relationships and 
personal communication, the basic skills, reading, writing 
and the transmission of feelings are still paramount. These 
we must have if we are to achieve any sort of serenity and it 
may be that these are threatened by “progressive” 
education.
On a personal note: In my first and only foray into 
regional politics, many years ago, I ran for the position of 
Saanich school board trustee and was soundly walloped at 
the polls by Jack Armstrong. I’m sure that he and 1 would 
disagree on many things, attitudes, things political and 
expectations, but 1 have never doubted his honesty and 1 
know that his voice, low-key but unyielding, was the voice 
of many people in Saanich and elsewhere. For that reason 





Emily Gee, 8525 Bourne 
Terrace, says she has a lot 
to be thankful for. She is in 
excellent health, has a sharp 
mind, and can get around 
as welt now as alinost any 
other time in her life.
Those are no mean feats 
for someone who just 
celebrated their 95th bir­
thday Nov. 23. Included in 
the group of 22 friends and 
relatives who attended the 
birthday celebration were 
both of her daughters — 
Jean Fintayson and Hazel 
Smith of Regina.
Though born in 1884, in 
Doncaster, England Mrs. 
Gee looks 25 years younger 
than her birth certificate 
I states! v'/'
' She arid!husband;'Arthur S 
— who died iri 1970 ^
came to Canada on a 
honeymoon trip in March 
of 1912. They liked it so 
much they decided never to 
leave.
: However, Mrs. Gee’s 
long life could very well 
have been cut short by a 
fateful event in 1912.
As she reports, her 
husband and herself were 
booked to travel to Canada 
aboard the Titanic, but 
were soon discouraged 
from travelling on the 
luxury liner when friends
advised them they “would 
have to tip in gold.”
So, instead the young 
newlyweds booked first 
class on the Victorian, 
which sailed two weeks 
later.
Needless to say, they 
were both shocked and 
relieved when they learned 
of the Titantic disaster trip. 
Interestingly enough, Mrs. 
Gee said the first name to 
be released of the men who 
had drowned aboard the 
giant ship was Arthur Gee - 
her husband’s name.
To this day, Mrs. Gee is 
not sure if there was 
another Arthur Gee aboard 
the Titanic or if her 
husband’s name was never 
removed I , frorn ' the! 
passenger list. ; ;
7 In any event;’ the Gees f 
settled in; Winnipeg where : 
they knew some friends and 
her husband gained work 
with the Winnipeg Grain 
Exchange.
“He was a schoolteacher 
in the old country,” said 
Mrs. Gee, “but he hated it. 
That’s really the reason we 
came to Canada in the first 
place.”
In 1924 the couple moved 
to Regina where Arthur 
went to work setting up the 
Saskatchewan Wheat Pool. 
He later worked as the 
Pool’s accountant until his
Sneeze may have
bhnded driver
Mrs. Emily Gee celebrated her 95th birthday earlier this week.
A coroner’s jury in 
Sidney said it was possible 
that the driver of the truck 
which struck and killed a 
31-year-old North Saanich 
woman and her 17-month- 
old son Oct. 15 was tem­
porarily blinded by two 
sudden sneezes just prior to 
the accident.
However, the jury said in 
its verdict Nov. 21 that 
circumstances leading up to 
the accident were unclear 
because of the lack of 
eyewitnesses, tmd stopped 
short of attaching any 
responsibility.
William Ellis, 38, of B- 
3099 Paisley, Victoria, had 
earlier told the five-member 
jury that even before he 
sneezed he had seen no sign 
of either Carolyn Lee 
Stansal or Benjamin Stansal 
walking on Birch Road near 
their home.
Ellis also denied a 
suggestion by lawyer James 
Robertson, representing the 
family of the victims, that 
he had fallen asleep at the 
Awheel.’;";7;'
Ellis, choked with 
emotion, told coroner John 
Davldge of discovering that
nira..........................
he had struck and killed the 
two.
The mother was found 
pinned between the front of 
the truck and a utility pole, 
and her son was found dead 
on the road beside her.
Maintaining that the 
sneezes had left him unable 
to see, Ellis said, “I thought 
of jumping on the brakes 
right away.”
Instead, he checked the 
rear view mirror and then 
decided to ease off the gas 
and bring the truck to a 
smooth stop. .
“The next thing I knew I 
was being thrown to the left 
side of the cab. I brought 
my knees up. I recall 
stabbing at the brakes.
“The next bit of vision I 
managed to get was this 
pole and this object in front 
ofthepole.”
Ellis said he climbed out 
of the truck . shaken by the 
,,impact.-v
Making his way „to thb 
front of tlic truck, he found 
the woman and infant. 
“Arid I just broke dowi.
Two of the first to appear 
on the scene. Jack Nash of 
1841 Oak Bay Avenue, and
David Williams of 621 
Constance, Esquimau, said 
they found Ellis shaken by 
the mishap.
Nash said it would be a 
day he would remember. 
Asked about the time, he 
said he knew it was just 
after noon because he had 
listened to the 12 o’clock 
newscast only to learn of a 
plane crash in which three 
of his fripds were killed.
Williams said Ellis told 
him, “My God, 1 didn’t 
even see them — 1 have a 
wife and daughter about the 
same age.”
“I told him, ‘It’s all 
right,”’ said Williams, “ 
‘you’re not the first and you 
won’t be the last — don’t 
tear yourself apart with 
guilt;”’
Because of changes in the 
Coroner’s Act, the jury of 
two men and three women 
was told it could riot deal 
with matters I of law in its 
verdict, I butj could attach r 
respons.ibility. It chose not 
to do so.
The ; jury ; instead 
recommended a beftef 
posting of speed limit signs 
in the area;! and better;
allowances for pedestrian 
traffic.
Though speed did not 
appear to be a factor in the 
case, an RCMP officer had 
earlier testified that n6 sign 
was near the accident area 
indicating what the limit 
was.
Ellis’s story of the 
sneezes prompted extensive 
questioning. His statement 
that one of the sneezes had 
blown dust from the back 
of his hand into his eyes 
lead crown counsel Chris 
Kehler to say, VI suggest 
it’s no more possible for 
you to keep your eyes open 
when sneezing thari to stop 
your heart from beating — 
it’s a reflex act!”
Ellis said he could not 
answer that, though he felt 
he had been squinting.
Meanwhile, lawyer 
Robertson questioned: Ellis 
extensively about! the route 
he had taken frbrri Butchart: 
Gardens^;—-vyirhere;he|iis 
employed.
Robertson proposed that 
Ellis was not really lc«ti'but 
“on a, bhvpf a! jaunt.”; 
“ Wrong, sir,’r Ellis replied;
retirement in 1953.
At that time they made 
another move — this time 
to Calgary where they 
joined one of their 
daughters — Jean and her 
husband, Jas.
The Finlaysons even­
tually moved to the Saanich 
Peninsula in 1970, just two
months after Arthur’s 
death, and have resided 
here since.
Mrs. Gee gives credit for 
her long life to “general 
good health”. She has 
never been really ill and 
never had a bad fall.
“I’ve been very for­
tunate,” she acknowledges.'
In fact, the first time she 
had ever been in a hospital 
was three years ago — at 
age 92.
Now she lives with her 
daughter and manages to 
keep busy “shopping and 
the like.”
Doe§ she figure to make 
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What happened to the chamber’s breakwater enthusiasts?
Results of a survey by 
The Review which sought to 
determine how much 
support there is for the 
proposed Sidney break- 
water-harbor contained no 
real surprise.s.
Although it showed 
rcsldcnt.s to be in favor of a 
breakwater there were too 
few forms returned in the 
survey to c.stnblish cither 
solid support or objection 
to the proposal. A 
questionnaire fan for two 
weeks in The Review and 
there arc close to 5,000 
copies of the paper sold 
each week.
Apathy? Indifference? 
Or perhaps after hearing 
about it for so long, no one 
really believes in n break" 
water any more.
Surprisingly, few 
members of Sidney-North 
Saanich chamber of 
commerce rcspoitded to the 
survey although it has some 
iX) ntcmbcrs out of a 
poleniiul 3fiO-ocld business 
people and has gone on 
record ns chief promoter of 
the breakwater.
comment from .1.11. 
Held, 6250 Spririglca Road, 
wiis terse. He is against the 
propoiinl and adds, "If 
nn’rrhnmG 'vfmi; 
let them pay for it and not 
ndlk the tax payers for such 
an expensive proiect 
l*Mer Hamer. 19901 nndt 
End Road think* a break­
water v/ould provide “great 
employment opportunity 
for local residents,” and 
Mrs. Irma Kiillgowskl, 7- 
10070 - 5th Street, writes,
"Let’s get on with it, it’s
long overdue."
.Steve Roberts, 10026 
Siddull Road, believes 
"This project can only do 
good for all" and gives his 
"100 per cent vote." Karl 
Drost, 568 Birch comments, 
"This should be considered 
in the context of boating on 
the west coast and then 
acted upon without delay", 
while Mrs. J. E. Ilnsher, 
2499 Amherst, writes, 
"Good for business, also 
good for protection of 
exi.siing marine facilities” 
She adds, "You can’t turn 
on business without 
customer.*."
Old timer May John, 
Blue Heron Road, reminds 
us that for the past 60 years 
'1 have heard the same cry ■ 
‘Give us a breakwater at 
Beacon Avenue’ - I’m sure 
it’s time we had one.” 
Barber Fred Thornton, 
U)!H9 Bowerbank, writes, 
"!( would he the best fhlnp; 
that could happen to 
Sidney. Hurry and get It 
done,” and Mnry W, 
Adirius. 1,0! W Buwciliuil.,, 
points out a breakwater 
would be good for busineiis 
and improve the ap 
pearsnee of Sidney.
Sally IJndqtittI, 9866-2nd
Sired believes sueii con­
st ruction would “enhance 
tlic beauty of our coni- 
iniiniiy,” and L. Cooper, 
1014 Marcluini, points out, 
“It will be done one day, 
why wail, say 10 years, 
wlicn tluv cost is out of 
reach,"
Bum Boole, 10174 
Melissa; James H, 
Mucnonald, 2227 Janies 
Wliiic Boulevard: John 
Bnice, 9363 Criptuins Walk; 
Boh Tliomp.sou, 10896 
Madrona Drive; H. Karl 
Eleming, 2404 I'cntress 
Road and Mr. and Mrs. 
G.M, Mucleod, 254.3 
Shoroacrcs, all .support the 
breakwater ■ harbor 
concept.
Although Tom Denny, 
170 Denison Road, doesn't 
live on Ilic peninsula he 
wrote the following letter, 
applauding tlic plan.
A It hough I am not a 
rcsideiii of Sidney the 
followivig suggestions arc 
pa.s;.cd aksng witli the hope 
that they may help in finally 
gelling your marina.
The de.sirability and need 
for thhv fneiliiy F, v/ell 
established and Sidney 
would benellt economically 
and cstheticnlly if well 
pliOiticd atid piu|>eily
administered when com- 
pifted,
1 would suggest llurl tile 
pi.an ' be completed and a 
model or rendering made
for general viewing, You 
arc urged to make it large 
enough at the start. The 
common error in all such 
ventures is to make it too 
small.
Make a stand to have the 
yticlit customs now at 
Bcdwell Harbor moved to 
lliis new fueiliiy; it would 
then serve Sidney better and 
bring business which is now 
i’clrig lost to tlie area, 
Visitors also would have 
a greater opportunity to sec 
the sight,* of our beautiful 
pcninsuln - Butchart 
Gardens etc. As it is now a 
Rchurrlcd entry Is made at 
lk“well and on to Nanaimo 
or other supply centres.
On my suggcsilon many 
years ago the reeve of Oak 
Bay created a rock and solid 
fill controlled dump at Oak 
Bay marina and this 
continue,* even to-day and 
largely produced the 
proicctlng breakwater and 
parking landscaped area.
Once a stun is made it is 
seldom long before a make 
work project is offered to 
.speed up the project and 
tbi:, happened at Oak Bay 
loo,
Other examples of this 
approach could be given in 
many parts ol the world. 
My .very best wishes for the 
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Eat to the Best
Abba
VoSez-vous Frank Milts 
Sunday Morning Suite
EACIES — LONG RUN
UO ZEPPaiN — IN THROUGH THE OUT DOOR 
FOREIGNER — HEAD GAMES
THE RECORDS — RECORDS 
KISS — DYNASTY 
THE CARS — CANDY O
SAVE $10.00 ON
SANYO AM/FAX DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO SANYO PORTABLE CASSEHE RECORDER
Silent L.E.O. Display Built in Condenser Mike
Snooze Bor NOW Auto Stop System NOW
Walnut Groin Finish $39.95 AC/DC OperationRodio Buzzer Alarm (Adaptor Optional) S34.95
The ladies division of 
Glen Meadows Golf and 
Country Club held it’s 
annual meeting and 
presentation dinner Nov. 13 
at Glen Meadows.
Prizes were given out for 
the various club tour­
naments, etc. and the 
following new executive for 
1980 was elected.
Captain - Ruth Trelawny; 
vice-captain - Hilda Wylie; 
secretary - Bunty Martin; 
treasurer - Jean Horton; 
handicap chairman - Dorie 
Camsusa; match chairman - 
Herta Wagg; committee - 
Dorothy McLeod, Billie 
Rennie, Muriel Twite; rules
chairman - Edna Hay; 
business ladies represen­
tative - Ruth V/anless; nine- 
hole representative - Peggy 
Wilson; social convenor - 
Bev Classen; junior girls 




Criddle Cup - Lorrtune 
Jacklin; runner-up Shirley 
Baxter; medalist - Lorraine 
Jacklin; consolation flight - 
Joyce Woodruff; runner-up 
- Edna Hay.
George Paulin Trophy - 
winner - Jean Adams; 
runner-up - Kathy Cross; 
medalist - Edna Hay;
consolation flight - Amy 
MacCauly; runner-up 
Marion Sluggett.
Garland Trophy - winner
- Shirley Baxter; runner-up
- Jean Horton.
Autumn Trophy - winner
- Shirley Baxter; runner-up
- Irene Tyre; 2nd runner-up
- Mary Browett.
Business Girls - Nash 
Trophy - winner - Ann 
•Gillespie; runner-up - 
Marion Sluggett.
A special award of a 
silver rose bowl and script 
was made to Eldred 
Sluggett for the biggest 
reduction in handicap this 
season.
Panthers top league
We have WIDE SEIECTION OF OTHER MODELS OF SANYO RADIOS. 
AM/FM CASSEHE RECORDERS, SOUNDESIGN STEREOS AND POSTERS.
2405 Beacon Ave. 
656-7522
Stcro Hours Mon. to Sot. 10:00 to 5:30 p.m. Fri. till 9:00 p.m.
j.J. RECORD CENTRE TOWN SQUARE MAIL SIDNEY
The junior girls volleyball 
team at Parkland will be 
representing the Sooke -' 
Saanich Zone Dec. 7 and 8 
at the Island championships 
to be held at Mount Provost 
junior secondary in 
Duncan.
The Panthers finished 
top of their league during 
regular seasonn play but 
were challenged by stiff
competition at the zone 
tournament played at 
Belrnont secondary 
Saturday.
After a shaky start the 
team rallied to win its last 
five games and capture the 
berth to the Island finals. 
The team has been led by 
Fiona Ring, Siobhan Doyle, 
Michelle Williams and 
Janet Bell, with good
supportive play from the 
rest of the squad.
Coache Ray Spencer said 
he was looking toward to 
the finale on the weekend. 
The team is beginning to 
handle the pressure of 
tougher competition a little 
better each game he said, 
and this is the key to 
playing at the skill level of 
which they are capable.












on all N.A. cars from 1970.
Includes turbos, diesels, 
antj front wheel drive. ||ii 
Tune-up instructions and 
specifications with dia­
grams and photos. Addi- iiii 
tional $2.00 U.S. mail-in 
coupon with proof of lili 
REG, 15.95 purchase, 5023-6,
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i • Polarity light • Auloma- 
ffiii tic current breaker to pro-, 
tool against poworv 
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circuits. T006ME,
^ _________ Truck Tow V x 16'
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SNOW BRUSH II SAVE over 30%„ =, ...
Give snow the brush '4/ */w long with 4" ‘0
oil! Includes 'rj/ blade. Ploxiglaas j; 
e and nvion scraper is sorralod i;*squeege yl
scraper. 20E. :
a ■ Hl!i ■ ^ ,;0
Borral , ¥»
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Andy^ Auto Parts & Accessories 
. 2412 Sevan;Avenue 
Sidney:
LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED 
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Louise Herlinbeaux leads Hobbits attack on Rebels Red goal 
during division 4 ladies' field hockey play at Parklands school 
Saturday. Hobbits lost game 1-0. Tom Cronk photo
Eagles COMPETITOR’S CALENDAR
Peninsula Harbour 
Texaco Eagles emerged 
jubilant victors against the 
Cowichan Islanders Nov. 
20 at Panorama ■— their 
first victory of the season.
The 6-4 Eagles victory 
came as a result of out­
standing individual effort 
by all members of the 
squad. Dale Gordon gave 
two goals to the club on 
assists from Peter Pasula, 
one of which was while 
Gordon was lying flat on 
.,j;:.the,ice;,.■
Pasiila scored on a; pass 
from Reedecker, Mollet 
scored from Lewis and 
Wallace, and Christ- 
opherson fed Gregoire 
twice for the final two goals 
of the match.
In the PeeWee House 
division, Sidney Bakery is 
in first place with their 
weekend victory over 
Mayers Steel Boats. In what 
was a fast paced game, 
Marc MacDonald scored 
four goals to lead the 
Bakers to the 11-3 win, 
Darren Booth played an 
outstanding game in the 
nets for Mayers,
Div. 4: — Cougars vs Belmont Collission at Dun- 
smuir School - 1 p.m.; Thunderbirds vs Bays United 
Titans at Wains Park - 1 p.m.
Div. 5: — Dolphins vs Gordon Head Machinists at 
Parkland School -1 p.m.
Div. 6: — Hornets vs JdF Coreland Developments at 
N. Saanich School - 11 a.m.; Cobras vs Bays/United 
Unicorns at Willows School - 11 a.m.
Div. 7; — Eagles vs Gordon Head Cosmos at Horner 
Park - 11 a.m.; Warriors vs Gdn. Hd. United Comm. 
Trav. at Lambrick #1-1 l a.m.
Div. 8: — Kickers vs Lansdowne Eve. Ops. 
Whitecaps at Sidney School - 10 a.m.; Steelers vs 
Bays/United Oliver Hounds at F. Hobbs-School - 10 
a.m.; Rovers vs JdF Dennys Automotive at Wishart 
School - 10 a.m.; Leopards vs JdF Hampton Hustlers at 
Sidney School-10a.m. ;
Div. 9: — Sharks vs Gordon Head Teamsters at 
Greenglade School - 10 a.m.; Panthers vs Gorge Royals 
at Camosun #2 - 10 a.m.; White caps vs Gorge United 
at CamOsun - 11 a.m.; Rowdies vs Gordon Head 
Sambo’s at Greenglade School #1 -11 a.m.
; Div. 4: -^ Senior Men’s Sidney F.C. vs Lake Hill at 
Parklands Dec. 2-2:15 p.m.
Bowling: YBC PeeWee’s vs Golden Age League Dec. 
1, Miracle Lanes, Sidney - 2 p.m.
Ladies Field Hockey: Hobbits vs. Sailors at Parkland 
Dec. 1 - 12:45:p.m. |.
Senior Hockey: Dec. 3: Sidney Hotel vs Sidney 
Freight - 10 p.m.; Dec. 5: Travelodge vs Shelbourne 
Chiefs - 10 p.m.
Minor Hockey: PeeWee A Rep: Dec. 1 Eagles vs 
Saanich at Saanich- 5:30 p.m.
PeeWee House: Ellehammer vs Mayer Steel Boats, 
Dec. 1 - 3:10 p.m.; Mary’s Coffee Bar vs Sidney 
Bakery, Dec. 1-4:35 p.m.
Bantam: Harvey’s vs Cloverdale - 6:20 p.m.; Sidney 
Movers vs Cornish’s - 10:10 p.m.
Basketball; E.xhibition: Parklands vs St. Michaels at 
Parklands, Dec. 3 - 7:30 p.m.; Parklands vs South Delta 
at Parklands, Dec. 4 -6 p.m,
FIVE-PIN
NEWS
Bowlers of the week at 
Miracle Lancs in Sidney are 
.Slutron Salisbury, who 
rolled a 732 triple, and Bob 
Milioii witli a 738 pins for 
his evenings woik. Sliaruii 
is secretary of the Tuesday 
Commeicial League group 
and Milton bowls in the 
Credit l.'iiioii l.eagiie,
^ High Lines; Y.B.C. 
Seniors — Andrew Dean - 
5H6 (217); .Innitiis -- Ken 
Neal - 475 (192); Diane 
Coursei • 412 (IHS). (.1); 
Baiuiims • Sherry Hirdley 
414 (170) (.1); Anna Pearson 
2.19 (1.18) (2),
Credit Union’ — I). 
Milton - 73K (.119); Mary 
Stiles-62.1 (216).
T ui'stlay Commercial: -- 
Sharon Salisbury ■ 712 
(288): Connie Rust 647 
(288); A. Leruii.v • 690 
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Dexter Williams [dark jersey], high point scorer for Parklands Panthers, goes up against 
opposition player for a rebound during Sunday's match. Parklands won game 82-76 and 
Williams scored 42 points for his squad. Tom Cronk photo
::-'-TOMCRONK\'--
Division 2 Peninsula 
Flyers have lost only one 
game this season, and that 
was to the Sooke Checkers 
who they defeated 
Saturday, 5-2.
The game was played at 
Sooke on a muddy field but 
the Flyers managed to 
overcome the handicap. 
The Checkers did not play 
their usual strong game.
Ian Dunn scored three 
goals for the Flyers while 
Glenn Gibson and .lohnny 
Samson each notched a 
single.
The win puts the squad's 
record at three wins, one 
loss and three draws, for a 
nine-point season total.
Division 7 Warriors 
continued their winning
streak with a victoi^ over 
the Juan de Fuca Eagles 3- 
0. Glen Donally scored 
twice for the Warriors and 
Darren Sam picked up the 
single.
Excellent play and one 
extremely fine save by 
Lance Phillips in goal for 
the Warrior is credited with 
saving the shutout.
Peninsula Kickers 
climbed back into third 
place in the Maple .section 
of Division 8 as a result of 
their 4-0 defeat of the 
Bays/United Wolves.
Todd Jakubowski fed 
Shane Gunster who scored 
the first two goals for the 
Kickers, and Michael 
Taekcma and Scott Mahon 
each tallied singles. Darryl 
Baechicr played his best 
game of the season on
defense, Awhile halLback Whitecaps
J ohn McCartney controlled Valley Electric 3. 
game at mid-field. lthe 
Daniel Romain ^so played 
well.
In another Division 8 
match the Steelers claimed 
their third consecutive 
victory with a 4-0 win over 
Juan de Fuca Van Isle 
Mouldings.
Coach Tom Doyle says 
every member of the team 
played so well, it was 
impossible for him to 
choose an outstanding 
player of the game. He did 
note extra effort by Kenny 
Wright, Chris Hart and 
Thomas Smart.
Erik Rapatz, assisted by 
Jason Bonneau, opened the 
.scoring in the game and 
John Irving lodged the 
second Steelers goal.
Parkland Panthers boys’ 
basketball squad opened 
their 1979/80 schedule with 
their own version of the 
cha-cha: two steps back and 
one step forward.
The local boys dropped 
their first two matches of 
the exhibition season before 
finally finding their range 
and a win in the third game.
However, the start 
shouldn’t be too discon­
certing for Panther fans 
since the boys arc trying to 
find the winning com­
bination in a still very early 
season.
All three matches were 
fairly close with the 
Panthers on the losing end 
of both a 70-67 score 
against Cowichan Nov. 20 
and a 63-53 count against 
Magee of Vancouver 
Friday.
They came back to top 
John Oliver of Vancouver 
82-78 Saturday afternoon, 
behind the 40-point per­
formance of Dexter 
Williams.
In the John Oliver match. 
Parkland fell behind early, 
but rallied, to within one 
point, I8-17.for the close of 
the opening quarter.
The visitors extended that 
lead to 37-33 at the half, but 
encountered early second 
half problems.
The Panthers bolted out 
of the dressing room in the 
second half to grab seven 
straight points and a 40-37 
lead. But they still couldn’t 
manage to take control of 
the game.
The game ^?came a see­
saw battle yith John Oliver 
holding the edge for .most 
of the third quarter before 
finally emerging with a six 
point, 61-55 lead.
Parkland f then fought 
back in ;th6' ‘firiaif frame, 
taking the lead at 66-65 
From 
Jooiced
The idckls> fah 5r)to some 
foul trouWle as starter John 
Ibbotsen^took three quick
fouls in the early going and 
ended up with four for the 
game. Others getting four 
fouls included Trevor 
Hancock and Gord Fox, 
while Rob Balmer fouled 
out.
Balmer and Ibbotsen 
both chipped in 13 points to 
help in the victory.
Meanwhile, against 
Magee the Panthers came 
out like gangbusters, taking 
a 15-8 lead at the quarter.
However, as fast as they 
grabbed at the lead, they 
saw it slip away. By the half 
Magee had nipped out in 
front 26-25.
Magee pushed the lead to 
49-33 by the three quarter 
mark, before Panthers 
closed to within 10 points at 
the close of the game.
John Ibbotsen led the 
scoring parade with 17 
points while Williams 
added 16, and Alan Benn 
10. Ibbotsen also topped 
the rebounding chart for 
the locals with six overall.
Finally, agmnst Island 
rival Cowichan, the 
Panthers again grabbed an 
early lead, only to see 
Cowichan come back in the 
final quarter and take the 
game.
Parkland held a first 
quarter lead of 17-15, but
trailed at the half 36-35. 
They jumped out to a third 
quarter 58-52 margin before 
finally dropping the game 
70-67. '
Ibbotsen and Benn 
figured in the scoring again 
with 19 and 18 points 
respectively. Williams aided 
with 11 while Guy Hunter 
pitched in 10.
Ibbotsen also picked up 
seven rebounds, despite 
fouling out. Balmer also 
fouled out.
The Panthers’ next games 
go this weekend when they 
travel to Nanaimo for an 
invitational tournament 
Friday and Saturday.
They return home Dec. 4 
to play Delta of the Lower 
mainland. Game time is 6 
p.m.
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
stillonly from $21.00 up
Mostly with full kitchens 
— at no extra cost.
Free parking
;/ Downtown location
Weekly, monthly 8» family 
rates
For brochure and reservations writer
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
a<5 Hornbv SI.. Vancouv.r, B.C. V6I IVl'oi Phon. or.a 6(U.4«7.675I.
SA¥E $25.0© ©
HomelIte - chain saws that dig in and get the job done! When 
you re looking for a chain saw that combines cutting power with 
safety look to Homelite. The Homelite Safe-T--np feature 
prevents kickback and is available as optional equipment on 
certain models. See the complete line of Homelite chain saws at 
your nearest participatirig dealer and take advantage of the 
special discount offered on the XL-12 and XL-AO models until 
Novi— —November 30th, 1979.
Registered trademark » Textron Canada Limited —- registered user.
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LACROSSE
Thomas Smart a.ssisicd 
David Doyle who scored the 
third goal and the final was 
tallied by James Rcdfcrn.
Major changes
Several major change.s 
were approved by ihe 
ineipbership ai the annual 
general meeting of the B.C, 
Lacrosse Associalion, Nov. 
9, 10 and 11, hut they come 
as no surprise.
The recent anti-violence 
wave which lias sur faced in 
amateur sports, precluded 
acceptance of tlic regulation 
banning siick-on-hody 
contact in the minor 
division.s. The result of tlie 
rcgulniion slinuld provide 
the players with a chance to 
better niasier the basic skills 
of the' game without in­
timidation from opponents,
Conches and officials are 
now required to attend an 
approved workshoii prior
IO the commencement of 
league play and each must 
be registered with the B.C, 
l.acrosse Association. This 
regulation is part of a 
revision of the siruciures of 
tlic Lacrosse Coaches 
Associalion and ihf? 
Lacrosse Of ficial.s 
Associalion, to provide for 
more effective recruiting, 
education, and evaluation 
programmes.
The meeting also saw 
installation of Harold 
Nicliols ns the HCI.A 
president, following the 
two-year service of Ed 
Linstcad, 1,instead was 
awarded Ihe Tom Grodon 
I’laquc as the person w'ho 
lias done tlie most for 
lacro.sseinihcpast year,
Other Scores: Diy 4; 
Cougars .1 Salt Spring Kicks 
1; Thunderbirds bye.
Div. 5: Dolphins 1 Laiis. 
Eve, Ops Colls 3,
Div, 6 Hornets 0 Duncan 
Westcan Raiders 0; Cobras 
0 .IdF Columbia ReddiMIx 
5.
Div 7: Eagles 3 JdF 
Ridley Broiliers 2; Warriors 
.1 JdF Eagles 0.
Div. 8 Kickers 4 
Bays/Unlied V/blves 0; 
Steelers 4 JdF Van Isle 
Mouldings 0; Rovers 0 
Gdn. Hd, Plaza Hardware 
5; Leopards 1 Gorge Royals 
.3, ...
Div, 9; Sharks 0 Gorge 
Royals 0; Panthers 0 Gorge 
F.C. 0; Rowdies 2 Lans. 










Fro0 Estimates - Insurad
n»x 26, Smmlchton, II.C. VOHIMO
Ttndti.-, oill la; accc)Mcd up to 4;l)0 p.m, on December 14, 1979 lor Janitorial 
services in the Central Saanich Municipal Comple.x, A list of required dutle.s may 
be obtained from the Municipal Hall, 1903 Mt, Newton Cross Road, Saanichton, 
U.C., Monday to Friday, heiwccn the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Lowest,
With all the other problems 
of operating a small busine.ss, it’s 
sometimes easy to put off or 
overlook the responsibility of 
ensuring that your business is 
protected by the Workers’ 
Compensation Board.
And that could be one of 
the mo.st expensive omissions 
you ever made.
Because, if one of your 
workers is involved in an on- 
the-job accident, you would 
be liable for the entire 
cost of his injuries and 
rehabilitation-—a cost that
could be many times that of 
compensation coverage.
Don’t risk it. A simple phone 
call or visit to any WC.B. ofnee will 
give you all the information you 
need about compulsory or elective 
coverage. You'll find that, for a 
small cost, you can buy a big piece 
of "peace of mind’’
EMPLOYEES: if you’re not sure 
about your coverage, discuss 
this ad with your employer 
or call the Assessment 
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NATURE DIARY by Janet Marsh,... . . . . . . . . . . . . . ®24’®




I 2498 i0€ic©ri Ave., Sidney, B.C. 656=3515
fTHB BEST STOCKED BOOK STORE I









HEiSTORY 1980 CALENDM 








XMAS SPECIAL SALE 
f SAVE 15% OFF Reg. Price 
on all Fashions 
for Men 1: Ladies
Reg, n95 SALE





9732 1st St, Sidney, B.C, 656-2421 
Cali us for the latest VVindspeed
Ij/ I Leathers, suedes, lamb skins,
. ultra suede purses, xarves. gloves 
belts and many more accessories
Remember all these 
fashions are fop quality 
at low prices.
2497 BEACON AVE. 
SIDNEY 656-0331
uiaia.aaaMaA:fliJi^Ai33Jiiai£«.L.'\«^ 'Ni!*- ^ yiffi ?i'f» *Mrs ?i-a ’Mrt'
=>i&a^a^sA^a»gs.a»^ia.;aA.^gajsJiynj^&Aai»JM8Jaii&ftMsAjaJa!LgjaAaaLaaaAa»j»i»Kj^^ .
2474 Beacon Ave., SIdney 656-3232
COME Is SEE OUR LARGE CHRISTMAS SELECTION I
Hyi^ FlGU|ES|- :very limited
; | b.G; JADE J
. PINWHEEL CRYSTAL -LCOPPER & BRASS 
ROYAL DOULTON FIGURES & TOBY-JUGS 
BOSSON HEADS - LIMOGE MINIATURES 
CHINA DOLLS - and much mors
SHOPPE HOURS - MONDAY TO SATURDAY 10-5;30 | 
SPECIAL HOURS — DECEMBER 17-22 10-9:00 f















■* ' , .::
ir:'
HARVEY’S Sporting Goods ,








a selection of Men's 
Bauer & CCM Skates
10% off
all Hockey Sticks
OTHER Gif T ITEMS.-
• ..Got f .ACWWrkS 



















BEACOH AVi SlOflEY 656-1134
For the Finest Selection 
of Practical Xmas Gifts
i










5 The Fibre Science Carbon Record Brush $1150
ONLY 11
/t
A wide seieetion of Christmas Favourites 
now avallabh.








I * Drills 
I • SJiihSaws
g • Black & Decker Wortimate 
I • Tod Kits
I AND MUCH, MUCH MORE
f "AT BOnOM 0’ BEACON PRICES"





• Toasters • Steam Irons |
• Coffee Makers • Mixers
• Ovenware Candles
• Clocks • Electric Knives p 
•Cutlery *
Meat Market I











I TAKING ORDERS NOW I 
^ FOR FRESH lURKEYS.^
Order,, before, 0€c.ist 
■ iof Xmas.delrveiy,. .. .

















H/Tf' i REDUCED PRICES f
Home of retail freeier 
pmk$ irmM&r 'orders"I
SHRUBS, TREES, BULBS, r 
, ETC.
i|i. jl|. m, jy. ^
2505 Beacon Ave.


































i I ON COMPLETE
I 6-PIECE 
f i BEDROOM SUITE
jp f • Hoadboard • Dross®r 
f I • Mirror • Chost 
I * Two Night Tablos
I ej% (as illus, page
818, Winter Cat)






2192 Beacon At e. jf 
_ _ _ _ _  Phone 8S6^/f91
swyn\
OrVICKHOiikM;
9;30.5;5o Mow, to S«t.
Ii ■ , .,.i. ■
Wednesday, November 28.1979
I I We have 





with 20” diagonal 100 degree in-line picture tube.
Our Reg. Receive a
Price ^629'*^ 1 Matching Stand
pictures — on ____
Enjoy hours of viewing pleasure with this outstanding 
Magnavox Color TV. It offers you big set performance 
in a compact, portable size— at surprisingly low cost
Special circuitry "locks-in" station signals to bring 
you accurately tuned pictures oh UHF or VHP chan­
nels. Other features include a highly reliable 100% 
solid-state chassis, precision 100° in-line picture tube, 
plus, electronic voltage regulation to provide stable 
operating conditions — even in "‘brownout” situations.
P.
on display in our mwly decorated pi





I, COS"! be 










DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SOWDAY 10:00 - 5:30
"grade "U”
HonrieJof SUPERS sayings! '-’tS 
EFFECTIVE WEDNESDAY, I" Downtown Sidnev
Sturday”'“''^ wc - Across from Sidney Hotei 















• Knifo-edged attached back with button tufting, 
a Zippered seat cushions in C-Lux oniy.
• Swivel rocker has 5 leg base, swivels 360 degrees 
on ball bearings.
• Self covered decks and .arm caps .are available 'When 
upholstered in regular fabrics,
• Soft "Sleepy Hollow" button attached back.
• Reversible zipper-closed cushions — Lux-i-Foam is standard
• Box flounce,
® Padded outside back.





LAMB LOIN CHOPS $«>39LIL Jm
CANADA GBADS 'W' Bomsss
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK yLB.
FRESH BEEF LIVER LB.
FRESH BEEF KIDNEY LIL
OLYMPIC SPFCmS
MAYFAIR SIDE BACON Lll.l
PURE PORK SAUSAGE LIL-
BEEF SAUSAGE $LB.
SAUSAGE STICKS
Sulainl, Summer & Pepperoni 20 0/,
LIQUID DETERGENT





TOILET TISSUE «ROLL ^2^^






DaUX TEA BAGS NAiion i2s>»
• Pot Cyclo
« Super Wash Cycle
• Short Wash Cycle
« China/Cryistal Cyclo
• Rinse Hold Cyclo
® Plato Warmer Cycle 
® 2 Full Size Spray Arms 
® Rinse Agent Dispenser 
© Self Clean Filter
• Maple Cutting Board
Available in Harvest Gold
• SCIIWEP'S It'll 00





Win 0 set of 
Moffat Fridgo & St0¥0
Draw closed Dec. 15
PINETREE700G.PK.
BLANCHED PEANUTS
TUC BISCUIB PK $|19
FOB YOUB mazm
McCAIN PIHE MSNI









2ryi:i UEACOS AVE. •> i
McCAINIOO/. ' ' ^







SUNKI5T ORANGES 5*^10® :(
CALIFORNIA LETTUCE ea,33'^ i|
LOCAL NO. 1 CELERY ::23'» 1
CHINESE ■' I
MANDARIN ORANGES „.,$A79 1. . , ii.,' . M
CIIIPIT CHOCOLATE CHIP
COOKIES 12o/., ; ,
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A third annual garage 
sale will be held by Branch 
37 at the Royal Canadian 
Legion Hall, Mills Road, 
starting at 9 a.m. on Dec. 1.
Proceeds from the sale, 
as with most other legion 
projects, will help raise
funds needed to carry out 
service work in the district.
■ Apart from the sponsorship 
of juvenile sports teams, the 
Admiral Budge Sea Cadets 
also benefit from legion 
help, and Sidney Twirlers, 
with no' place to call home.
have free use of the Legion 
Hall for their practices.
Over the past 25 years, 
many local students have 
been assisted in continuing 
their , schooling with 
scholarships and bursaries 
given by the legion. The 
J.O. Anderson Memorial 
Housing is a legion- 
sponsored project that 
caters to elderly people, not 
only veterans.
Much sick visiting is 
carried out, both at home 
and in hospital and many 
times the legion service 
officer is called upon to 
help not only members but 
other elderly people who get 
into difficulties.
Main concern of legion 
members is elderly and 
disabled veterans and/or 
their families who need a 
helping hand from time to 
time. . The legion also 
provides hampers for needy 
families and remembrances 
to shut-ins, especially at 
Christmas.
Anyone who cares to can 
donate items for this garage 
sale. A call to the legion at 
656-2428 will bring 
someone to pick up items, 
or they can be delivered to 
the legion any day after 2 
p.m. All donations 
welcome.
Members of the "Friends of the Regional Library Society \ l-r: Roland Clark, Christal Jos&phy, Louise Drost, Norman Smith, 
Larry Cross. , -
.uNisi;x
CUT IT IS -f- -1- -f
Town Square Shoes
2405 BEACON 656-7331
Upper Level Mall, Town Square
lit-'
TO SERVE YOU




j;/;AONTHE-PENINSULA : , ' ,
7120 W. Saanich Rd.
Brentwood Village Square ; ;■
Nov. 29th to Dec
BILLKAPEYTN
tv.::,
WE WILL BE OPEN 
FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL 9 P
North Saanich council 
has tabled a request for a 
change in zoning to allow 
for an eight - patient home 
for the mentally retarded on 
Wain Road.
Council agreed they 
would like to have more 
information on who would, 
in fact, be running the 
home, and their 
qualifications.
DR.E.L.DAHL, D. V.M.
i Di?. M.5. D. KWf.
2327 Beacon Ave.
InThe OFFICEHOURS
Beacon Plaza Phone Mon.-Fri. 9-12 a.ni.
Mall 656-3955 1-5 p.m.
j Sidney!, B.C.'; Sat. 9-12 a.m.
Aid. Jim Cumming told 
council, ‘T am .not par­
ticularly happy about eight 
people being kept in a home 
so far from any reasonably 
settled area.”
Cumming also said he 
was not sure the people 
operating the home were 
completely qualified.
Mayor George Westwood 
rioted the Mt. Newton 
Human Resources Centre 
had given i^ approval ' to 
the rezdning application.
The home, on 1160 Wain 
Road, would start off with 
six patients and go from
there, according to one of 
the operators, Mrs. R.A. 
Watson.
Mrs, Watson told The 
Review Friday she would 
■probably not be able to get 
a licence to operate the 
home until rezoning had 
been approved by council.
She said she currently has 
two mentally retarded 
patients in her home — ages 
97 and 84. They’re just like 
you or me,” she said, “but 
with a little bit of a 
problem.”
Council will again tackle 
the question at a Dec. 17




IMPORTED CANADA NO. 1
IROWNS
■ ■ .

























CO-OP Halves, Sliced KQ« 
14 02,
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
Sweet or unsweetened, $113 
LIBBY'S 48 02, '
FANCY FRUIT COCKTAIL









KERNEL CORN, 12 OZ.






RED ROSE Orange Pekoe ^1
MIRACLE WHIP
T9
SAUD DRESSING $|7S$|39 KRAFF 1 litre
POWDERED DETERGENT
$379 CO-OP 2.4 kg. Jw
McLARENS
Kent Stuffed Manzanillo OLIVES 











.  S., M., Lg. PAIR
- ,; COKE26 oz. :
Plus deposit 2 for 99^
PRICES EFFECTIVE
Tucsihru Sat..',"■ 
or while stock lasts
"wmMi mMYmv low smiTPmck 
mmrMiDtfmmr
Peninsula Consumer Services Co-operative















Dr. Lotta Hitschmanova, 
who heads the Unitarian 
Services Committee of 
Canada, will be speaking 
tonight at 8 p.m. in the 
Empress Hotel.
The use committee is 
currently working at 
sorting, packing, and 
mending clothing in two 
rooms provided by the City 
of Victoria in the health 
unit at 1949 Cook Street.
The use aims to help 
children, the greatest 
victims of poverty, and the 
very old, sick ’ and the 
handicapped.
Volunteers are needed. 
For more information, 
phone Mrs. K. Weisse at 
478-4219. Chairman of the 
Victoria work group is Mrs. 
E. G. Woodward, 949 
Grilse Lane, Brentwood 
Bay.
Floral GalkrJ
2328 Beacon Ave. 656-5833
[Directly Across from Safeway]
^©OFF
litn Walton, Nancy Greene scholarship winner with two gold 
medals won at last year's provincial track and field championships.
ON ORDERS PLACED 
BEFORE DEC. 10th - 
FOR XMAS DELIVERY
(Not on Flowers by Wire)
water
Need help?
What do you need done? 
Minor repairs in your home 





Amidst a threat of legal action and a petition signed 
b\ nine property owners, North Saanich council has 
agreed to call a commiUee of the vvhole meeting this 
week to discuss proposed subdivision of land in the 
C i o a k ell i 11 a n d U p i and s a r e a.
( ouricil had halted all subdivision in the area 
because of concern that there was not enough water to 
supply all the proposed developments.
However, at a meeting last \veek, council was in- 
fonned that a groundwater survey by the Victoria l| 
1 geologist linn of Brown, Erdman and Associates 11 
Il indicates “tliore will be aniple groundwater available 
II to satisfy the dcsigit water demand (700 gallons per 
(lay per lot) of the existing and proposed lots.”
The report also states there is “ample groundwater”
II Ibr “the irrigation demand of the total area of land 
that is in the A.L.R. and outside of the water 
iidislrihuiion area system.” ||
(ieoffrey Calvert, 525 Towner Park Road, speaker 
Il for the nine property owners, told council the concern || 
over the iivailahility of water has now been alleviated, 
Calvert added that subdivision was within the 
il coniinunity plan and the only problem that gave rise to 
lltc lesolttlion “had been disposed df.”
Calvert also told council property owners in the area 
. ■ liittl lottked into the co-ordination of a private water - 
system tluit could eventually be linked to the district’s 
H pipeci water system when it becomes avtiilabic in lliat 
ySarea. ,|l
Mcatiwhile, council was informed by solicitors for p 
; ledora Holdings Ltd. of Victoria that passage of the 
; lesoUition hiiliing sniKiivisioti until the water supply 
; was known “is not within yotir power.”
The soliciiois added that ttnless Ihe resolution w;is |’ 
rescinded aiui preliminary approval granted Ibr the 
snlHlivision |ilans, cimri action would be commenced, 
.•Md, r) 11. Philp arh'ked enuticil to reseind the 
oidei, "At Ihe lime the rcsoltiiion was passed I ;
, pointed out we were on sketchy ground," he said.
"Hnless we ate pieptoed for further legal aclion ,, 
iigainst the communiiy, I leeommend resolution 489 
/ betesciiided,''
llowever, di'iiict adiniiiisiiiiior fed Fairs pointed 
out the numicipitlily fuid not sttuglti the advice of its : 
strlieiiiM !ind so was unable to determine its legal '
'• position,
Aid. .lint (.’tmiming itsked that the commiliee of the 
.whole meeting M'l up to discuss the whole problem 
include inlbimiiiion on the proposed privateWater
„| NSSlCIli,
(‘alveii agrecil, and saiil a preliminary plan had ’
, ahcaiiy been diawm tip and would be availiible for Ihe , 
L meet I It)!,
In his leiiei lo'council Citlvei'l had.pointed out,
, Wits a meniher of the comntiiletvwhicli developed Ihc = 
clnstei ..'Oiling concept , which Is aiittcd to preserve the 1^
. iieanty and ivology of the area, eoiisislt.‘lUly, with a f: 
eeit.iin ammnit of residetiti!d use of an effleleni 
basis.”
shopping? Transportation 
to and from the doctor’s 
office? You name it and 
Peninsula Community 
Association Volunteer 
Service will try and take 
care of it for you.
This is the message co­
ordinator Sharon Weigand 
is giving to people in the 
community who are 
housebound or disabled or 
who can use some 
assistance in getting things 
done in preparation for 
Christmas^,: :
I Formed in July : with; : 
funding from the provincial 
ministry ’I of human 
resources the volunteer 
service has some 30 drivers 
to call on and can tap 
volunteers who will do 
handyman jobs and other 
work in households where . 
disabled people arc not able 
to cope.
Volunteers are ready to 
drive people not only to 
places where they are 
required to be but also in 
recreational jaunts, church 
bazaars and community 
events.
Located at 9813 Fifth and 
volunteer service is ready 










2558 Bevan Ave., Sidney
Ho said ho wa,> loukinjf, fiirwmd to building a solar ; 
;; house i,m (,'loake Hill, and “1 am liopiiig also that ^ 
;-:ilieic will he '.omo neighbiuirs nearby to share and to 
, euiny the vnliu's that this area provides,”
Calveii tilsn said in ijie Iciicr ibe inierconneoied 
, piivate walei ‘.ysii'ni would iVe bastid on several large ; 
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PRINTWORKS!!
Hurry down & see this Super Dollar Saver, in a line 
array o( prints, This is an assoiled firoiip of collon 
blends, AIFU5 cm. wide,
Hnv Clolh I’licti M''M,
mm SAVER PRICE £« M.
DENIM BLUES!!
You must sec Ibis beavy-weigbl blue denim fabric.
Just In time fo sew a nilly denim skirt, or jeans, or 
perhaps your choice would be a handhfiK all your own 
slyle, This fabric is 150 cm. wide. ^ il yy 
Cliiv Clolli M. 'P/H ' t
DOLUIR SAVER PRICE *T M.
4
SPORTSWEAR CHENIUi
lali A Wii)l(;i f.olois iii Spo(lswf)iii Chfiiiilt!. Ibis fabiic 
wmild ff'w iiilo ,3 beauliliil Vneck top tit is g,iei)t lot 
(licssrin as well Cltonsi' Itiiin colnis ol gitea, bliaV 
iiiaiivfi, pink. It'd 8, winlei whilf>.







Cliuii.i' li.illi a.iitliiibii; tuiiiyiuy lui. jiutly
Hsbion. CoifJnmy is .r stipof pant Hbiic. buf also 
sews itiio sliniiimj? hla/ers as wfill. Why not look at 
our rrifflinnv on vmii rifol labtir, hnvini' vrnne 
85'';. f.'otlnrt/!5‘r. pfilvi'(sti'!i, 115 f.m. wide,










TOILET msm FACELLE ROYALE 4 ROLL PAK
mmmm
BATTEilES



























660 ML. I LB.
JOHNSON'S 
CASHEWS













ivt mme m mem to ii/wit ouawrmB
Prices Effective: Nov. 28 thru Dec. 2nd, 1979
'A'.
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Annual inspection
Sidney’s auxiliary RCMP 
force paraded before some 
80 spectators and invited 
guests, Nov. 20, which 
included Sidney Mayor 
Norma Sealey and North 
Saanich Aid. Jim Cum­
ming.
Sgt. Bob Hobson, NCO 
in command Sidney detach­
ment, and Const. Keith 







7111 W. SAANICH RD.,
Brentwood Bay
652-2131
, PLACE YOUR 
4 ORDER EARLY 






We ha\!o a good selection of 
permanent Christmas
E.H. Trefry during 
annual inspection 
auxiliaries.
Because members of the 
auxiliary force each work a 
regular shift of duty, and 
are involved in all forms of 
police work, they must be 
sworn-in as special con­
stables of the prvince.
Special Const. Paul 
Nelson was sworn-in during 
the ceremony to become the 
ninth member of the 
auxiliary force.
Other members are Steve 
Pelton, Alan Pelton, 
Darren Lench, Stu 
Bradshaw, Ken Gill, Ed 








Holly Shipped - Order Now. 






Superintendent E.H. Trefry, addresses Sidney RCMP detach­
ment auxiliaries during annual inspection Nov. 20 at Air Cadet
Hall in Sidney. Right, Mayor Norma Sealey. Tom Cronk photo
DARS worker 
to visit Sidney
TO THE RESIDEIITS OF CENTRAL SMNICH
; THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
■Of ",
THE CORPORA TION OF THE DIS TRICT 
OF CENTRAL SAANICH
request the pleasure of your company at the Inaugural Meeting of 
Council to be held at the Municipal Hall, Saanichton, on Monday, 
December 3, 1979 at 8:30 p.m. Refreshments will be served 
;vfbUowingtherneeting.
A representative of 
Greater Victoria Drug and 
Alcohol Rehabilitation 
Society (DARS) will be 
visiting Sidney on a weekly 
basis starting Dec. 12. Aim 
is to provide an assessment 
and referral service for 
people who, for a variety of 
reasons, find it difficult to 
attend DARS in Victoria, 
counsellor Alayne 
Hamilton said Friday.
An appointment to meet 
a counsellor can be made 
through the Saanich 
Peninsula Guidance 
Association, by phoning 
656-1247 or calling at the 
office located at 2440 
Sidney (in the basement of 
Sidney Town Hall).
The service is completely 
free, Hamilton said. People
who can go to Victoria 
should, because there are a 
larger range of services for 
those who need help, she 
explained. “What we will 
be providing here in Sidney 
is ‘stop-gap,’ service for 
those who can’t make it 
into town.”
Those seeking help will 
be people with alcohol 
problems or families of 
those with drinking 
problems. And that may 
include drinkers who have 
not yet sought help of any 
kind to date. “Over 95 per 
cent of people needing aid 
are not the visible skid row 
sort. We’d like to make it 
easier for those' people to 





\yorkers ffoih.DARS will 
be “coming ip to aid 
efforts” she
i^llulose Fibre 
Insulation can be 
hand pourecl or blown 
in. Ideal for topping 
up attic insulation.
30 lb. Bag covers 
70 sq. ft. 2” thick.
PARTICLE BOARD 4x8 sheets 
3/8” ^ 3/4”
only only ^6“ only ^9^®
PARTICLE BOARD SHEUES
12”x96”xll/16” only^Z
only "P*™ per bag
Rent a Blower to 
install the Insulation 
only 10.00 per day.
ALUiySINDi GUTTER
White or Brown baked enamel 
in 10 ft. or 16 ft. lengths, only S/ per ft.
community 
said. DARS works together 
with Alcoholics
Anonymous and Alanon, 
helping people to make 
contact with those 
organizations. ’
How much DARS will 
get involved eventually in 
Sidney depends on response 
— that will guide us, 
Hamilton said. She at­
tended a meeting today at 
the SPGA office in Sidney 
at which all referral 
agencies and local social, 
health care and educations 
organizations and groups 
were represented.
A move by North 
Saanich council to deny a 
request for rezoning of land 
within the Agricultural 
Land Reserve sparked a 
heated exchange at a recent 
council meeting between 
Aid. Eric Sherwood and 
Aid. O.B. Philp.
The land in question is 
two parcels northeast of the 
Tatlow and Wain Road 
intersection. The request 
was for land to remain 
within the ALR, but to be 
zoned along the lines of the 
municipality’s ■ community 
plan “underlining zoning” 
for that area.
SherwoodJ: chairman jof 
planning, zoning, and land 
use committee, recom­
mended to council that the 
request be denied and 
referred to the provincial 
land commission.
Sherwood said there is 
ample available land in 
North Saanich outside of 
the ALR for subdivision. 
“There is no need to deviate 
from the communiiy plan,” 
he said.
guideline, and suggested 
instead that the rriatter be 
referred to incoming 
council.
“Why destroy potential 
by approving something we 
don’tneed?”
However, Philp said he 
could not go along with the 
’ proposal because it is “the 
wrong approach” to the 
problem;
Philp said the underlining 
zoning for the land within 
the ALR adheres to the 
comrhunity plan and 
■ council -Should follow the 
community plan until the 
plan is changed.
, Philp said property 
owners can only follow the 
community plan as a
Sherwood disagreed, 
commenting, “There is nq 
need to develop on that 
land. It would be a misuse 
of land at this time.”
Aid. John Lapham 
supported Sherwood, 
adding, “The use of un­
derlining zoning has been 
used time and again to 
break down the ALR.”
Lapham said council 
might as well give up on all 
its land in the ALR because^ 
it is all subject to un- 
derlining zoning.
The move to turn down 
the request was passed by a 
four to two margin, with 
Aid. Bob Thompson and 
Philp the only dissenters.





only 55^ per ft.
LUMBER BARGAINS
2x3x6’ Common Hem. 49*
2x4x6’ K.D. Spruce 95*
2x4x92V4” Stud Grade Spruce ^1” ea. 
1x2 S4S Cedar 




only / per ft. 
only 10* per ft. 
only 15* per ft. 














I/4*\Good / Side Sanded .
I /2 Good I Side Sanded .
3/4'*Factory Grade Sanded 
3/8 " Std, Sheathing 
1/2 "Std. Sheathing ....
5/8"Std. Sheathing T&G




Only « 7 nr
Only S//.W 
Only $13.25
AXES ft SPLiniNG WEDGES
$17.20
Sidney-North Saanich 
chamber of commerce will 
be hosting delegates from 
the Anacortes, Washington 
chamber at a dinner 
meeting, Nov. 30 at the 
Travelodge Chamber 
director Mark Dickinson 
said nominations for 
directors will also be held.
Special guest speaker Bill 
Clenhnn will be giving 
members some lips on how 
to develop the memory.
.Wilb. Double Bit Axe
36" Handle
5'/j lb. Single Bit Axe . Hale 57^.95




Gluing Clamp ((For Vi" pipe)
Sharpening Oil Stone 
28" Level 
Wonder Bar (great neck) 
Key Hole Saw 
Bow Saw 30"
Bow Saw 36"
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■Rfg., Sale
1, $7.80, ,. . Only $5,49
. $12.60. .. . Only $8.80
. Only $5,60
1. $5.25... . Only 3.90
, , $14.60. . . Only $10,80
,. $10.95, .. .1 Only $7,60
11 $3140 *«« . Only $2.60
,. $12.90... , Only $9,40
$14.80.. . Only $10,40
$4.69. .. , Only $3,60
, .$19.95., , Only $15.25
., $7.25... , Only $5,40
,. $10.65 ,. . . Only $BJ0
1, $13,95... Only $10,75
’““Miiiiy Other Tools 












9764 FIFTH ST., Sidney 656-1125
WItttt you nnnd riyht 
now i$ 0 helping hand..,
OPEN 6 aJTI. to 10 p.m. DAILY
18 WASHERS 14 DRYERS
in our New Enlarged Premises 
~ NO WAITING —
rticoMEmeu
Itfi iitr,' In fr>i in iniii'l, 
with ilw Wnlroinn Wiigcn 
l»ir«ti'»B, Sht.- ti,n lu»t|i you 
m't til knriw yriitr now (.om- 












Members of Peninsula Figure Skating Club who 
participated in Vancouver Island regional competition.
Left, Lisa Olson, Celeste Sallis, Patricia Mason, Patrick 
Walsh, Sheralee Kent, [kneeling] Jennifer Pimlott.
members of the 
Peninsula Figure Skating 
Club took part in the 
Vancouver Island regional 
competition recently with 
some promising results.
Competitors were 
Jennifer Pimlott, (8), 
Celeste Sallis, (9), Lisa 
Olson, (11), and Sheralee 
Kent, (11) in the pre­
juvenile ladies division, 
Patricia Mason, (14) in the 
juvenile ladies division, and 
Patrick Walsh, (13) in the 
juvenile men’s.
In the pre-juvenile ladies, 
Jennifer Pimlott finished 
4th overall, and Patricia 
Mason finished 10th over 
all in the Juvenile Ladies. 
Patrick Walsh finished 3rd 
over all in the Juvenile 
Men’s Division.
Patrick and Sheralee 
Kent competed in the 
juvenile dance competition 
and finished fourth.
Although all the 
youngsters skate out of 
Panorama Leisure Centre, 
some skate at other rinks, 
as home rinks, this season. 
Patrick Walsh now calls the 
Racquet club his home rink, 
while Celeste Sallis, 
Sheralee Kent, and Jennifer 












Company kicks off its 1979 
fall season with the stage 
production of the hit 
riiusical “Cabaret” Dec. 6 - 
15 at Parkland secondary 
school.
With a cast of 43 and a 
crew of 45, the play con­
tains “a lot of song, dance, 
tears and laughter”, ac­
cording to director and 
school drama instructor 
Doug Bambrough.
The storyline of course 
sees a young American 
novelist named Cliff 
Bradshaw (Steve Wallace) 
travel to Berlin to write a 
: novel.
Once there, he discovers 
the decay and decadence of 
post-depression Berlin and 
pre-war Germany, and 
witnesses the rise of the 
German Nazi Party.
He also discovers another 
American - Sally Bowles,
(Debbie Power) who works 
in a Berlin nightclub - or 
Cabaret. Cliff soon 
becomes immersed in 
Sally’s life.
Much of the charm of 
this particular production 
will be the setting. The 
whole theatre will be set up 
as a nightclub in the early 
thirties.
Mike Schaldemose will 
take on the difficult and 
charming role of the 
cabaret emcee - played in 
the movie version by Joel 
Grey.
Both Powers and 
S c h a 1 d e m o s e h a V e h a d 
some professional ex­
perience: Powers with the 
Butchart Gardens theatre 
V p r qd u c t i gm V^ ^ ja n d 
Schaldeings:^. witli'i Gerry: 
Gdsley’s Smile Shdyv.
Jini : Foley will 
choreograph the production 
while'^ Frances Pollet will
handle the music direction.
Grassroots Theatre 
Company is a provincially- 
known and widely 
recognized group calling 
Parkland secondary school 
“home”. Past productions 
include Godspell, Fiddler 
on the Roof, Oliver, The 
Miracle Worker, and last 
year’s Hello Dolly.
In addition, many of the 
students in Cabaret also 
had roles in Jesus Christ 
Superstar, a production 
staged and directed by 
Bambrough earlier in the 
year in Victoria.
Tickets for the Cabaret 
show are $3: and $2.50 for 
seniors. There are ho 
reserved seats; but tickets 
; can be obtained by con­
tacting 656-6412:
There will be no show the 
nights of Dec. 10 and 11.
With the death of Sidney 
M. Jones, 1106 Llanfair, on 
Nov. 11, the Saanich 
Peninsula witnessed the 
passing of yet another of its 
pioneer figures.
Jones, who made a real 
contribution to the com­
munity for most all of his 
95 years, was born in 1884 
in Wales and was one of 10 
children. He first took a 
position with Lloyds of 
London before making the 
move to Canada.
Jones had purcha.scd land 
in the Kootenay Lakc.s area 
while in England and 
wanted to see it. However, 
upon arrival in 13,C. he 
soon discovered he had 
boughi land that did not 
exist.
After a short stint in
Hawaii, Jones returned to 
B.C. and moved to Jordan 
River where he took a 
position with B.C. electric 
as a .superintendent of 
transportation.
From Jordan River, 
Jones moved to James 
Island and eventually to 
Deep Cove following the 
closcof World War I .
In 1920 Jones joined with 
Brownie Hortli to purchase 
the Deep Cove Chalet and 
he and wife Margaret, ran it 
for seven years. At its peak 
the Chalet attracted close to 
()00 people on weekend 
jaunts from Victoria.
Visitors came by traiivto 
enjoy the tennis, dancing, 
meals and entertainment.
But Jonc.s made another 
move •— this lime to Bridge
River, and then in 1942 
bought and operated the 
Lillooet Transportation Co. 
About this time they also 
purchased Craig Lodge — a 
popular Cariboo resort on 
Seton Lake.
However, the Jones 
couldn’t forget Vancouver 
Island, and in time, 
returned to buy the 
Wavccrest Auto Court on 
Oiialicum Beach.
They made their final 
move back to the peninsula 
in 1959 when they bought 
and renovated a lOO-ycar- 
old farm .house on Wain 
Road.
In 1966 the Jones moved 
to Brentwood.
Monday • 10 a.m. - dance 
for fun, quilling, billiards; 
noon, lunch; 12:30 p.m. 
ceramics; 1:30 p.m, swim 
club; 2 p.m, films; Hottest 
Show on Earth, The Queen, 
the Chef and the President. 
4:30 p.m, Eaton’s Shopping 
Spree 7:30 p.m. bingo,
Tuesday - 9:30 a.rn, 
lapidary;^ 10 a.m. 
screnaders practice, 
painting; noon, lunch; 1 
p.m. whist, crochet, 
painting: 7 p.m. shuf- 
fleboard and games night.
Wednesday -10 a.m, 
novcliic.s; noon, hot dinner;
I p.m, discussion group - 
Ruth Arnaud 
Homemakers 2 p.m. 
concert ■ Woody Woodland 
7:30 p.m, duplicate bridge.
Thursday ► 9:30 n.m, 
lapidary; 10 n.m. weaving, 
carpet bowling, noun,. 
lunch; 1 p.m, bridge, 
dressmaking, weaving; 7 
p.m, crib.
Friday * 10 a.m, beadu, 
senior ceramics, quilting; 
keep fit, noon, lunch; I 
p.rn, chessi club. Silver “T" 
belts practice; 2 p.m. Jacko; 
7 p.m, evening cards; 
Saturday and Sunday open
1 p.m. to 4 p.m, for drop- 
ins; : '
Dec. 8, Christmas Dinner 
Dance - doors open 6:30 
p.m,, New Year's Eve 
buffet and dance • tickets 
on sale at the desk.
Survived by wife 
Margaret, sous Sid and 
Eric, and daughters 
Jeiuicite Skillcr and Shirley 
Mercer, Sidney Jones is well 
remembered, whether it was 
lor tenting on the Jordan 
River, working on tlic first 
ll.C. Electric Hydro dam, 
opening the first bank in 
Sidney, or starting the 


























Home of 200 Wall Panels
POP
Your Choice . . . 
Pepsi Cola or vSeven Up
Slock up now 
(26.4 oz.)
sheet
I Mon.-Ttiur. H-S p.m.; Erl, 8-6 p.m.; Closed Sal, & .Siin,
Island View Freezer Ltd.














9787 . 4th Street
(Across From the Post Office]
WE NOW HAVE...
' -la*













Ea.sy-io-install doors, 13/8" 
thick. Rotary Mahogany 
.slain grade, Includes door 






mm en. H xJO
4.x8xI/H
per sheet
rnetory seconds In warm 
woodgrain print or durable 
hardboarU at this special low 
price
Rim THi THATCH
for your Christmas Party
25-250 Cap.
• Full Ilur Services.
• Vour own choke of mil,sic.
• Over 5» persons, ii full EiirIIsIi Buffet luhle
Mon —• I liiirs. Cull for Information 
65K-523L











Real redwooiLveneer t ^995
pucltnge coven .33 *q. ft.,.m. Jto
FIREPLACE BRiCKETTS
.Super-Fire-I.ngx .........
DINERS CLlJli Tickets are now on ,s,ile
Ask nhont our 2 for 1 service 
in the heuiiiitui Strulhntore Dining Room 
an exeelkm opportunity for a ilunighiful 










B^CON PLAZA mall , DIAMOND 
Sidney, B.C. 656-6012 APPRAISERS








V andalism closes gym
Brentwood School 
gymnasium will be closed to 
a group of local youngsters 
because they left the place 
in a mess, members of 
Saanich school board 
decided Monday night.
Principal J.M. Chow, 
said in a letter to co­
ordinator of services 
Marilyn Dew, that the 
facilities were found in .such 
a state that a complaint was 
filed with him.
Agreement with users 
was that they would be 
allowed use of the gym­
nasium if proper, non­
marking footwear was used 
and property was respected,
. This agreement was 
violated.
On the evening of Nov. 
15, floors were left littered 
with peanut shells, the 
playing surface was marked 
“beyond reason” and there 
were visible signs of in­
trusion into areas which 
were out of bounds to the 
visitors.
Entry to the lower 
furnace room was made 
through an inside window 
and there were signs that 
someone had urinated on 
the floor.
In response to questions, 
outside superintendent 
Hans Schneider said 
supervision had been 
promised but apparently it
had not been fulfilled. The 
school had been in use for 
about a month.
Further damage to 
Brentwood School occurred 
on the night of Nov. 12 
when playground equip­
ment was damaged. Bolt- 
cutters were used to cut 
chains and cables to the 
playground “bridge-walk.”
k large group of teen­
agers was seen on the 
“bridge” on the previous










Genuine English Teddy Bears for Christmas. Assorted 
sizes. Traditional quality. Affordable prices.
Also
Equestrian Books from Europe.
“Asterix."
Good selection of Childrens’ books.
General Variety 
Bus. hrs.
Mon, Thurs., Fri., Sat. 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 















School on Nov. 12 —- 
apparently by vandals. 
Rocks were used to smash 
the glass. Three windows 
were broken in Elk Lake 
School on Nov. 4.
At Parkland School, also 
on the night of Nov. 4, 
eight windows were broken 
in school rooms for total 
damage amounting to $398. 
There was no indication of 
who was responsible but 
v/indows in some rooms 
may be covered with wire 
mesh to protect them from 
rocks thrown from the 
nearby street.
At Royal Oak School 
bricks were removed from 
the wall in the covered play 
area on Hallowe’en. 
Preliminary damage 
estimates were $227. At 
least part of the damage 
costs will be borne by 
students who were in­
terviewed following the 
incident.
Resentful over the im­
plication that they were 
perpetuating the use of 
outdated , equipment and 
concerned about the ap­
parent loss of confidence in 
their projects by some 
board members, a 
delegation of Saanich 
school district shop teachers 
appeared at Monday 
night’s meeting of the 
school board.
Their anxiety, said their 
association chairman, was 
prompted by reports of the 
last meeting of the school 
district board at which 
trustee Walter Tangye was 
critical of a request by 
teachers in the purchase of 
new lathes for industrial 
education in middle and 
upper schools.
It was time, Tangye said 
that lathes, milling 
machinery and shapers with 
tungsten-carbide cutting 
edges, were provided for 
students rather than the 
steel-edge equipment 
requested. The students, 
Tangye said, were not being
exposed to the type of 
equipment they would be 
expected to use when they 
went out looking for jobs.
Speaking for the 
teachers, association 
chairman Gordon Bell said 
on a long list of machinists, 
technical teachers and 
people in private industry 
supported them in their 
belief that a steel-edge lathe 
was the most suitable for 
teaching purposes.
He was reinforced by 
teacher Graham Rogers 
who emphasized that 
teachers were not in the 
production business in 
Saanich schools; they were 
teaching and, to properly 
indoctrinate their students, 
they needed equipment 
which would teach fun­
damentals.
Decision of the board 
was to solicit written advice 
from two post-secondary 
institutions and one 
commercial shop regarding 
specifications for the type 
of new machine most suited 
for teaching.
McCALLUM MOTORS LTD.
The people are having a O 9
Domesfic Car Clearance
S'
V8 engine, automatic transmission, 
power steering and brakes, tilt wheel, 
radio.' Red in colour. BCAA inspected 
at only
1978 FORD PiNTO SQUIRE 
2-DR. STATtOH WA60N
V6 engine, automatic transmission, 
power steering and brakes, radio, roof 
rack. Blue in colour. BCAA inspected 
at only
mm
1977 BMC »/* TON 
HEAW DOTY PICKUP
V8 engine; automatic transmission, 
power steering and brakes, radio, 
canopy. Black in colour. BCAA in­
spected at only
«5995
1977 DODOE D200 
VAN CONVERSION
V8 engine, automatic transmission, 
power steering and brakes, AM-FM 
radio, camperized. Blue in colour. 
BCAA inspected at only
^8995
1977 OIERGURY COiiSAR 
4-DR. SEDAN
V8 engine, automatic transmission, 
power steering and brakes, radio, ra­
dial tires, vinyl roof. Blue in colour. 
BCAA inspected at only
5995
1975 rm mmm SQumE
SmtlON WAGON
V8 engine, automatic transmission, 
power steering and brakes, radio. 
Gold in colour. BCAA Inspected at 
only
1974 EUlOK AF*0LL0 
2-OR.
V8 engine, automatic transmission, 
power stoering and brakes, radio, blue 
in colour. BCAA inspected at only
*2995
I.. #:■ ..
1977 ONEmLE EtflALIEU 
A-ON. STATION WAGON
V8 engine, automatic transmission, 
power steering and brakes, radio, tilt 
wheel, radial tiros. Gold In colour. 
BCAA inspected at only
*5595
'i.-’ ^
: I ,)4.v anmv A
1977 CHEV CAIBARO. 
RALLY SPORT
V8 engine, automatic transmission, 
power steering and brakes, power 
windows, AM-FM cassette stereo. 
White in colour. BCAA Inspected at 
only
%895
1977 OEANADA ONIA 
4-OE. SEDAN
Va engine, automatic transmission, 
power steering, power brakes, vinyl 
roof, low mileage, White in colour, 
BCAA inspected at only
^995
1975 CHRYSLER GORDGEA^M.
VO ongino, automatic transmission, power 
steering and brakoo, radio, cruise control, air 
conditlonlno, leather Interior, vinyl roof. Silver 
In colour. BCAA inspected at only
*5895
,r V.‘K.'-'
il .... .- 'iiimiiitifililf* miiyiiii UfflSMtiL''-
1977 mmt 
STATION WAGON
VO, automatic transmission, power atoorlng 
and brakoB, air condltlonlna, radio, low mile- 
ngo, white In colour. BCAA Inspected at only
1976 PONTIAC LEMANS SPORTS 
2-DR. HARDTOP
VB engine, fiutomutlc transmission, 
power steering and brakes, air condi­
tioned, radio and storoo tape, vinyl 
roof. Rod In colour, BCAA Inopoctod at 
only
197S FORD mustang 
2-DH,
4 cylinder engine, automatic transmis­
sion, powor stoering and brakes, AM- 
FM caasetto stereo. Gold in colour. 




m ongino, automatic, power stooiing 
and brakes, oir conditlonlno, rad o, 
vinyl roof, gold In .colour, BCAA Inr 
opoctod at only
1978 CHEVROLET 
MONTE CARLO 2 DR.
VO engine, automatic tranamisslon, 
powor stoering and brakes, till wheel, 
AM-FM radio. Brown In colour, BCAA 
Inspected at only
^§095
1979 DODGE RAM CHARGER 
ViTONWAGGH
6 cylindor ongine; outomatic Irantimls- 
slon, power stoorlno ond brakes, AM- 
FM cassotio storoo. Burgundy in co­





V6 cyilfKler ongino, 4 speed itansmls- 
slon, power steering and brakes, AM- 
FM oassotto storoo. Beige In co­
lour. BCAA inapoclod at only
$6495
1979 MERCERY MONARCH 
SE4m
V8 ongino, automatic Iransmiaslon, 
power steering and brakes, radio, vinyl 
roof, radial tires. Yellow liv colour. 
BCAA Inspected at only
*6495
1978 DODGE DtCiMAT 
4-1
VO enolnfr^|l(oaJlAtTo tranGmioslon, 
power aloWWiTrnd brakoo, powor 
windows, nrCondltlonlng, till wheel. 





The Sidney Senior Men's 
Hockey League, after a 
shakey start this season, 
now has a new president 
— Josh Howell.
Three goals per period 
resulted in a 9-5 victory for 
Travelodge over Sidney 
Hotel, Nov. 19, when Hotel 
had only nine players in 
attendance at the game.
Bentham came up with 
the hat-trick, Poskit and 
Gibson each scored twice, 
and Tweedhope and Tyler 
lodged singles, to account
for the Travelodge goals. 
Two goals by Ron Fabbro, 
and singles by Pugh, 
Sparling, and Gowan, 
totaled Hotel’s five goals.
On Nov. 21, Sidney 
Freight defeated 
Shelbourne Texaco 
Skychiefs 8-3. Three goals 
by Smith, and singles by 
Miller, Sparling, Wingerter, 
Brooks and Lewis ac­
counted for Freight’s total.
Shelbourne scorers were 
Glover, with two goals, and 
Barber with a single.
Tnere s still time to have your family












Vegetables are often a "problem" food 
with children; probably because mother 
insists on them more than on other foods. 
Many parents are resigned to the fact that 
their children were born with a dislike of 
vegetables. For many children, and adults 
are the most boring part of 
a meal. The same old peas and carrots 
are often served with nary a thought to 
f'Ving a new vegetable or dressing up an 
old’one. ’The following recipe is an in­
teresting way to introduce a nevAT vegetable: 
zucchini.
ZUCCHINI BREAD
This recipe does riot have any oil, fat or liquid. 
Zucchini provides the moisture.
2 cups sugar (white)
3 eggs
3 cups all-purpose flour, sifted 
1 tsp. baking powder 
1 tsp. baking soda 
1 tsp. salt
1 tsp. cinnamon
2 cups grated zucchitii (unpeelod)
3 tsp. vanilla '
'/2 cup chopped walnuts
Blend sugar and eggs together. Sift dry ingredients 
togetlier. Add vanilla and walnuts to zucchini and 
mix well. Blend egg-sugar mixture alternately with 
dry ingredients and zucchini mixture. Blend well 
and place in well-greased loaf pans.
Bake at 325° for 1 hour. Freezes well. Tastes 
delicious with cheese slices.
Yield: 2 loaves
Produced by Health Promotion Programs 
Ministry of Health
In cooperation with your local health unit
Babies need to be loved 
and held, but to grow they 
need wholesome food 
prepared with care. This is 
relatively easy in the first 
. three to six months of life 
when milk is the only food 
your baby needs. At this 
time you have only one 
decision to make — breast 
or bottle?
Now that more mothers 
are returning to that proven 
method of feeding their 
babies, breast-feeding, lets 
have a look at its ad­
vantages. Mother’s milk is 
available at the right 
temperature and con­
sistency, no mixing needed! 
It is clean and convenient.
If budgeting is a concern 
in your household, 
remember that it costs less 
to add the extra protein and 
calojiesTo mqm’.s diet than ^ 
to buy commercial 
forumula and bottles; 
Many women enjoy this 
chance to eat a bit more 
without gainiiig weight.
Bottle-feeding is also an 
acceptable way to feed your 
baby. A commercial or 
evaporated milk formula 
can be used. Skim and 2 per 
cent milks are not good for 
babies under 18 months of 
age. Whole cow’s milk may 
be introduced when your 
baby is taking one cup of 
solid food daily.
Many parents wonder 
when to start solid foods 
and must they start with 
cereal? Nutritionists advise 
that the time of in­
troduction (usually not 
before 3 - 4 months) is more 






EVERYTHING \H THE STORE
2446 Beecon Av©.,
4». B a STORE
sitaney j fixtures
656-7024 FOR SALE TOO!
The nutritionist is 
available at the child 
health clinic in Sidney 
to answer questions 
the third Tuesday of 
the month. The Sidney 
Community Health 
Services office is 





®WHITE STAG SUADE 
®WOOL SUITS - skirt or pant 
®Soft & Colorful VELOURS 
EVENING WEAR- Long & short 
®AND GIR.ITEMS. : ■
it 1 SPORTS (SUIT TYPE) JACKET 
1 PR. PANTS OR SLACKS 
it I MEDIUR/i SWEATER 


















It is best to offer only one 
food at a time in small 
amounts to begin with. 
Traditionally cereals are 
started first then fruit. 
However, some mothers are 
now starting vegetables 
before fruits so as not to 
accustom the baby to a 
sweet taste.
Meat, poultry, fish and 
dairy products are added
around six mpnths of age. 
Eggs are added later 
because of the possibility of 
allergies.
Expect your baby’s 
appetite to vary from day to 
day and aljow him to have 
some likes and dislikes. Let 
variety be the spice of his 
life - no seasonings are 






A Sidney man whose 
breath lest readings were 
among the highest ever 
recorded in Victoria 
provincial court was fined 
$400 when he appeared in 
court Nov. 22.
Gortlon Staley Strong, 
45, Lochsidc Manor 
Apartments, Sidney, 
changed his plea to guilty 
on a charge of impaired 
driving, Crown counsel Ken 
Salt told Judge Harold 
Alder breath test readings 
of .38 and .40 were ob- 
t,ained by Sidney RCMP.
Salt said Strong drew 
officers’ nitcntlon at about 
1;30 n.m. when his vehicle 
made a wide left turn from 
Beacon Avenue onto Pat 
Bay Highway, He was 
pulled over and displayed 
signs of Impairment when 
he neatly fell out of his 
vehicle.
Strong was taken to the 
Sidney RCMP detachment 
for tests.
Highest reading before 
Ihe VIeiorin roiirt was .4! In 
1972. There has been at 
least one other case in 
which a reading of .40 was 
recorded. Rut the highest 
reading recorded in the 
province is believed to have
liccn .4*1 in Prince George in 
tlie late 1960s,
Alder placed Strong on 
six months probation and 
ordered him to take the 
impaired drivers' course. 
Strong said ihc drinking 
incident was spurred by a 
separation from his wife.
The Brentwood-Mill Bay 
ferry is back in operation 
this week after being out of 
action because of engine 
trouble.
The ferry will resume it.s 
normal schedule, leaving 
Brentwood every day except 
Sunday beginning at 7:30 
a.m. and making its first 
run from Mill Bay at 8:05 
a.m.
The Inst run from 
Brentwood Is 5:55 p.m. 
dally and 6:30 p.m. from 
Mill Bay.
NEW RETAIL SPACE 
NOW LEASING
9843 Second Street
Areas from 570- 10,5(X) sq. ft.
Occupancy: April 1980.
Excellent location for restaurant, beauty salon, 




"BEHER BY A COUNTRY MILE".




10640 McDonald park 
SIDNEY
CHlCKElfi ,
We have served the Victoria market for the past 
9 years, and in the Inst 2 years have successfully 
expanded across Western Canada with 20 stores,
This excellent Franchise opportunity, which 
features eat-in, take-out and home delivery, is 





202-,1400 Douglas Street 
Victoria, B.C, V8Z3L5 

























Immaculate 3 bedroom 
home built in 1970. ‘L’ 
shaped living and dining 
room, eating area in kit­
chen, 1 Vi baths up, big 
sundeck. Down is a self 
contained 1 Br. suite plussa 
rec room. 2 Fireplaces, 
separate garage, huge 
parking area etc. You will 
be impressed with this home 
the moment you see it. Well 
priced at $79,500.
PRICE REDUCED 
This 3 bdrm bungalow has 
been reduced from $54,900 
to' $52,900. Built in 1970 
over 1150 sq. ft. 50x120 lot, 
deck off kitchen, utility 
room. Vern convenient 
location. Must be sold.
BUILDING LOTS
1) .5 Acre lot on Tsaykum 
Rd. 1 block from Pat Bay 
Water is in. Has not been
■ perc tested. Beautiful oak 
trees. Asking$32,000. •
2) .5 acre lot at Ardmore
Dr.- ai^^i
already in. Passed pefc in 
i 1976. Lovely treed setting. 
$32^800.'
3) .90 acre lot on Dalkeith 
:Rd. Beautifully treed. Road
. not in at'Fifesent but plansf 
are underway. Assumable | 
H%mtg. $28,900.
POTENTIAL
Located just' south of 
Sidney we have a 7.50 acre 
property. Current zoning 
allows for 2 acre lots. The 
property not only offers 
seaviews but also has a 
small section on the ocean, 
The house is a 3 br. 
bungalow with attached 
carport and garage. This is 
a unique opportunity for 
sdlneone. $140,000. , 
JOHN BRUCE 
656-6151 or 656-2023 






2444 Beacon Ave. 




This immaculate 3 bedroom 
home is situated on a quiet 
cul de sac only 1 block from 
the sea and marinas. Only 6 
years old, it has ensuite 
plumbing, full partially 
finished basement and 1240 








New contemporary design, 
nestled among the trees, 
three bedrooms, master 
ensuite, double drive-in 
garage, thermal windows, 
built-in dishwasher plus 






SIDNEY - '/2 ACRE 
This stately older solid, 
immaculate, 3 bdrm home 
has full basement, lOO amp 
wiring, fireplace, separate 
dining room, large double 
carport and a host of ex­
tras. Only 1 block from the 




SANDOWN MOTEL NOW RENTING 
weekly and monthly. Furnished 
dotuKo bachelor apartments with 
kitchonottos. Beautiful Brentwood 
Bay. mold service, cable TV. 652* 
1551.t^l
CHRISTIAN FAMILY OF 3 looking for a 
throe bedroom house with fireplace 
& basement in Soonich or Brentwood 
oroa.^
BUTUR BROTHERS SUPPLIES LTD. Has 
a number of storage lots for rent. 
Each unit lOO'xlSO’ will bo fenced to 
requirements of tenant. Secluded 
area off Keating X Road. Phono J.S. 
Forquhar 652-1121 for details. 52 
OFFICE OR RETAIL SPACE AVAILABLE
October Isl. 400 sq. ft., second floor 






Attractive ■ four year old 
home on quiet street. Close 
to : shopping' -
amenit iesv ' ' * Full •; high 
basemehL with room for 
development. Living room 
with fireplace, dining room, 
eating area in kitchen,^ 
sundeck off kitchen. 
Fenced back yard with fruit








Three bedroom townhouse. 
\Vi baths. Good storage 
area. Fenced yard facing 
southwest, $36,600.tX)
OPEN HOUSE 
Sal. & Still. 2-4 p.m.
.. at
Vlsla Del Mar 
1(M)16 Third SI.
Several brand new suites 
available, take this one for 
example -- 2 btlrins, wall lo 
wall carpet, colored up- 
plinnces, view, beautifully 
dceornted, Uicrnioglass,| 
sliding door to balcony. AU 
this for only $46,900. Will 
consider Trades, i 
Realtor inquiries wclcainc,
WATERFRONT LOT 
Treed Italf acre lot with 90' 
of wui erfront age.
, Sheltered, Good view. Near 









From this large, well kept 
home. Sitting on two 55 x 
100 foot lots in Sidney 
House has 1484 sq. ft. on 
one floor. With 3 Brs; large 
kitchen with built-in oven & 
counter-top stove, deck 
from diningroom, living 
room with fireplace, family | 
room. The full ba.sement is 
dry walled & ready for 
development. You’ll find 
many extras throughout. 
Close to parks and shop­
ping. Priced at $69,900.





Affordable Town House 
with 1150 sq. ft. of living 
space. 3 bedrooms, bath & 
Vi. Compact kitclien, Patio 
doors off living room to a 
good sized garden. 
Property is fenced and also 
has good size storage shed. 













Two duplex zoned lots 
Situated on quiet cul-de-sac 
seconds away from ocean. 
Within walking distance to 
downtown Sidney. Priced 
in the thirties. Call now to 
view.
Helen Pens 656-7630 
Ben Richardson 656-6958
TATLOW & LAUREL 
'4 -1 ac. parcels on south 
slope. Treed and cleared, 
from $26,500.
Karel Drost . 656-2427
;;;'ViEW":a,'.;:/;;va
Sea and Island from this 4 
bdrm. home set on .48 acre 
lot. Separate dining room 
fniished bsmt. Guest 
cottage arid maids suite. 
Offered at $99,9C^. •' > r p 
Ben fficharidsoir 656-6958
^'SEAVIEW'a'v'va':^''
Unique .7 ac. property on 
Curteis Point, with 
magnificent seaview. Level 
building site, watermain. 
$49,900.
Karel Drost 656-2427 
SIDNEY COMMERCIAL 
2 lots 54x100 level, cleared, 
close to Beacon. $79,000. 
Karel Drost 656-2427
TWO YOUNG HARD WORKING girls 
looking for 2 bdrm house in Sidney 
area to rent. Please phone 656-7347 
ofter 6 p.m. 48
SASK. LADY PENSIONER, reliable, 
requires furnished living ac­
commodation for three or four 
months. Reasonoblo rotes. 652-3722. 
4_8____________ _____________________
RELIABLE. SASK. couple requires 
home to rent for winter months. 
Phone 656-6892.48 
WANTED SMALL PRIVATE SUITE In 
Sidney area or near Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital. Must be clean 
and comfortable for mother and well 
behaved female student and wep.\ 
trained cat and dog OR would accept 
cottage, apartment or sharing home 
with elderly persons needing 
housecore, shopping or other duties. 
After 8 p.m. or before 10 a.m. 
.References. 656-5813. 48
EVENING DRESS size 10, worn once. 
$75; Pigeon hole desk, $50. 656-4761. 
48 _______________________________
ROTATING T.V. antenao and elec­
tronic automatic rotator. You 
remove. $100. 656-1971. 49
SMALL WOODBURNING boot stove, 
Sardine. Never used, $85. O.B.O. 
656-5135.AQ 
OIL STOVE with tonk, 656-4073. 4B 
TUBELESS 4 ply nylon snow tiros. 
78x14 on rims. Good condition. Two 
lor $60. 652-4279. 40
QUEEN SIZE velvet bedspread, like 
new, gold color, $40. Anytime 652- 
3285. 48
MIXED. FIREWOOD. $60 per cord. 
Phone 656-6850 ask for AI or Jim. 49
M!§g. mmm
HUMMEL FIGURES and plotes; Royal 
Dolton Figures and Toby .Jugs also 
(Mllitaria Swords. Bayonets, Bodges ( 
and Medals. 383-0405:386-0911. 18-tf
MISC. FQH Sm
INCORPORATE! ’$100 PLUS FILING 
FEES. Incorporate yourself • tasi - 
over the telephone. Our forms ond 
typing services are lowyer approved. 
Coll Self Counsel Services toll free 
112-800-663-3035. Chorgex ond 
Mostercharge approved. 47-tf
FURNITURE REFINISHIt^b and antique
restorotion by museum trained 
professional. Call 383-4413 for froe 
estimates, satisfaction guaranteed.
50 .
DOORSl B.C.'s lowest prices! 
Prehung interior. $19.90: solid ex­
terior prshvmg. $49; ponelled.doors 
$39; deadbolt locks, $9.90; closet bi- 
folds, • $11.90:. Canada's largest 
selection. Write or phone for further, 
information Woiker Door Ltd., 266- 
7211, 1366 S.W. Marino Dr.. Van­
couver : V6P _ 529 or 985-9714,1589 
Garden Ave., N. Vancouver V7P 3A5 
' • 33-lf
GOOD USED FURNITURE and 
rriiscellaneous f or sale. Sidney Nearly 
New Old & Antiques. 9781 - 2nd 
Avenue. Sidney, B.C. 656-3511. 49
WE BUY used Color TV's for CASH. 
381-5622. 49
aYNE’S wagon wheel store.
7174 West Saanich Rd. Brentwood 
Boy, B.C. 652-3321. Buy - Sell - Trade. 
New > used Items. 27-tf
WANTED: GOOD USED TOYS for 
North Saanich firemen's toy drive. 
Drop off at N, Saanich municipal hall 
at tire hall on Wain Road on 
Tuesday nights after7;30. For pick-up 
phone 656-5301. ^
mu WMTS9
WILL DO TYPING my horns, letters, 
statements, reports, resumes, etc., 
15 years experience. Have I.B.M. 
Selectric. Phone 652-3318 ofter2. 51
URGENTLY NEEDED Part-time work 
for our receptionist ot the Silver 
Threods. We can only pay half time 
and don't wont to lose her to full time 
work. Hour negotiable. 656-5537. 48
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 20 years 
industrioi experience, power and 
controls also P.C. will assist with any 
project at plant or In Vancouver. 
Telephone Vancouver 224-0907 after 
4:30 p.m. 40
"EVERYWHERE", 26' stoop. 1940. 
Professionally re-built 1978-79, new 
Ferrymann Diesel, teak decks, head, 
galley. 4 berths, full canvas cover, 
replacement value, $40,000. Priced 
now at $18,000 firm. Supierb con­
dition. excellent craftsmanship 
throughout. Call Jim Stiven 592-7406 
or 656-7523 . 46
USED FIRE DEPARTMENT TANKER, 
about 1,500 gallons: pump and 
P.T.O., photo, spocificatloni, price: 
Salt Spring Fire Deportment, Box 121. 
Ganges, B.C. VOS lEO.^8
71 VEGA whole or parts, 656-5333.
48




MAKE MONEY In your spare time. 
Learn income tax preparation. For 
free brochure, no obligation, write U 
& R Tax School, 1345 Pembina High­
way. Winnipeg, Manitobo. R3C 1K2. 
48
INCORPORATE! $100 + filing fees. 
We prepare your Incorporation 
papers over the phone — fast. For 
more information ioll THE LAW 
SHOPPE of JACK D. JAMES. M.B.A. 
LLB, toll-free 112-800-663-3035 (in 
Vancouver area call 687-2442). 
Chorgex and Mostorchorgo 
welcomed. 38-tf
UNWANTED HAIR. Vanished away 
with Saco-Polo. Saca-Pelo is dif­
ferent. It does not remove or dissolve 
hair from the surface, but penetrates 
ond retards growth of UNWANTED 
HAIR. Lor-Beer Labs. Ltd.. 9-712 
Robson St., Voncouver, B.C. V62 1A2.
RESERVE NOW for "SportsmaTYs
Weekend" hunting and fishing, one 
room, two nights, $25, up to three 
persons at Salmon River Inn. 
Sayward. Tel. 282-3327. ,, 48
MT. NEWTON HEIGHT subdivision of 
Haldon is privote properly and no 
unauthorized person is permitted to 
cut and remove trees ond wood, 
stones, rock, soil or gravel. Anyone 
cought doing so will be charged by 
owner. The property is under sur­
veillance. Signed Property Manager. 
5_0_________________________________
SAANICH PENINSULA GUIDANCE 
ASSOCIATION, services for the 
family, individual, marriage and 
family counselling. 656-1247. 2440 
Sidney Ave. (Town Holl). 50
DIVORCEI $100 + filing fees. We 
prepare your divorce papers over the 
p^Qne — fast. For more information 
call THE LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES. M.B.A.. LLB. toll-free 112- 
800-663-3035 (in Vancouver orea coll 




To buy orsell, call 384-7345.
Unattached?
ond fed up with the discos and clubs 
and the "Plostic" people you've been 
meeting???
U so. take the first step to social 





See our lelevision ads on Channels 5 
8 12. 36-13
FOR SALE BY OWNER, thriving Link 
franchised hardwore business near 
Alboii's latest major field. Estimated 
four year poyout. For informotlon, 
Dole Hahn, 403-494-3840doys. 48
GUTTERS RENEWED. Continuous 
seamless aluminum gutters and 
downpipes. Olde country tradesman. 
478-3798. 38-4
TOPPING AND FAIUNG TREES.
Cleon up. free estimates. Call 385- 
7471: ofter 6 p.m-388-7607 . 39-tf




SAANICH ORCHARDS — McIntosh 
and Spartan apples kept crackling 
fresfi in cold storage. Open Dally. 
«2-2009. tf
NEW AND GOOD USED 
AT LOW PRICES.
buy-SELL-TRADE
See our stock of Wagon Wheels.
DELL'S USED FURNITURE ft 
ANTIQUE SALES 










Split level three bedroom 
home on quiet cul-de-sac in, 
Saanichton. Oak hardwood 
floors. Large .sun deck. 
Fruit trees. Garden. 10,000 






Great family home In 
Sidney, 3 bedrooms with 
master ensuite, large kit' 
Chen, white brick fireplace 
in living room, double 
drivc'dn garage. Great 
.shape witli plenty of room 
for expansion down. Well 
landscaped. Listed $69,000, 
656-7117 6.56-55B4
Bill Mosher
DIRECT FROM BUILDER 
BromI N»w 
MB.FOO
Thro# bodroofru, carporl, Thornio 
Windows, Hoovy Iniulollon, 
Hfollloior llroploL#, two blocks from 
shopping, fivo yttor worranty, for 
morn Inlormollon phono Miko 656- 
4066 or yie 696 4003 pnyllm#, 48
tivi!iM~7r?icfio'iHi'l4s‘oS”up, I
Wost ol Orond# Prolrl#, Alh#fla, 10 
ncr* Orchard, Ollvar, Oood 1^1111. ' 
All Irocl#! conildnrad. Roply slallng | 
Information to: Bo# 899, Ollvtr, ll.C, 
VOHITO.  ' 48
FirTY “acres YUKON
WATKRPRONTi 99 mllas Windy Arm, 
Tnglih iok», Asking It 19,000, 
Gordon Dully, Ctntuiy 21, Slingur 
' R#olly lid., 795 Norih Pork Royol,
Wotl VoncciuYiSr, B.C, VTTIM'I,__ £9
IfSCIAl'llIH** BIDROOM HOME 
,corp»l#d living room, llroploc#, 
dining revam, olr-tondltlonfr, corporf. 
Clos# 10 oil om«nlll»s across from 
f#cr»a(lon pork, 148,500, Phono 490- 
2541. 600 McKImioy Rood, Ollvor. 
B.C. VWI 1T0._______ JB
IRANo'nIw"’ 210o’s‘g7fi',"i7.Muilvo 
Itomo and morsi on 320 acr«s. 
tl 19,000, Bordor Couniry Rnolty lid,. 
Bo# 3109 Grand Forks B.C. VOH 1H0, 
Phon* 443,3744. 40
DOORS. B.C.'s lowest prices. Pro- 
hung Intorior, $19.90; solid exterior 
prohung, $49; ponelled doors, $39; 
Deadbolt lock, $9.90; closet bl-lolds, 
$13.90, Canada's largest solocllon. 
Wrile or phono for further In­
formation; Walker Door Ltd., 266- 
7211, 1366 S.W. Marino Dr., Van­
couver, B.C. V6P 5Z9 or 985-9714, 
1589 Gordon Ave,, North Vancouver, 
,C. V7P3A5, Il
J:.7~~:..44;:c:;==ac=====
1977 IHC model 5070 • 350 Cummins 5 
8 4, 4640 WIdP track roar onds 
complete with 25 Ion Columbia Irollor 
Comp. 4 ■ 25 Ion trailers, complete. 2 
sols oi S.R.D.O, rear nnds with 
suspension 500 amp. Alrco A C. 
Weldor, WANTED; k.w, Cob 1970 or 
newer. Phono Mr. Oui DoCook, 80# 
449, Squomloh, B.C, VON 3G0, Phono 
092-3107.40 
SUPER BUIlrilNG PANELS Indiistrlnl
Flborglosi • 400,000 sq. Il, Booutllul 
malorlal just arrived, ot bargoln 
prices. Clear ■ Colored • many 
prollloi. Lengths lo 24 it. Ideal lor 
groonhowsus, lorin buildings, plant 
room, pritlo covers, carports, etc, 
Bargoln prices start at 3Cic sq, II, 
Nulab, Phono 530-6201, 22470 Frasor
lOghwoy' iangley,__ _____________ 40
lOOKTroSiENHOUII FuifioLAIS 4 
01., 96% Tronsluc.onI, 48 " wide - all 
I#n0lhi up lo 34' • 30 yoor wairanly, 
Nulab Building Cenlor, phone 530- 
6301,334'rO Froser Hlohwoy, Longley.
: ^
SAB ATHiT” HARP$rclfo¥D.“Tr()hi
walnut 4V4 octovo, Diiposhlon 16 It,, 
8 It,, 4 It.. 5 slops. 6 years old, 
Cxcellenl condllinn, $3,000, Phone 
933-1433 (West Vont-tiuver),48 
CHIMNEY FIRES EXTINOU)sifED iii-
ilnnlly CHIMIEH used Iram Inside, 
SIriiplii, safe, nan-dnmoglng. Order 
now encloio $10,40, I'ele's Chimney 
Service C-6, Schoolslle, R.R, et, 100 
Mile House, tl.C, V0K3CO, 49
CANDY'can'e'rICIPE. Fun wlihTho
(nmlly making old huhlonod Candy 
Canos for Chrlilmai, Enclose $1,00 lo 
Candy C6 Schoolsifo, R.R, *1, 100 Mile 
Hauce, B.C. VOK 2E0, 40
TYPING DONE IN MY HOME. 
.Reosoriable rotes... Prompt service. 
Letters, statements,; manuscripts, 
etc. Phone ;Delores at 652-2621 or 
652-4649.^;’;, , 28-tf '■
ELECTRlCAtc v JpBV;ADONE ; 
renovations. addition|, hook-
: ups, etc^CQ^1B^i6S6S^56; ^ 48
STRONG, YOUNG FAMiLY MAN with 
truck wonts work. Garden clean-ups,
's yards, garages,: bos'ements, attics, 
gutters cleaned. Painting, ce'ment 
work, folotilling, chainsaw work, 







I Again available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
district. , Good Work- 
[ mansliip at reasonable 
prices,
I Also excellent crews 
I available for larger jobs.
656-3297
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR, Sidney Silver 
Threads, Fri., Nov. 30, 1-3:30 p.m. 
10030 Resthaven Dr. Admission free. 
42________ ___________
THE CATS' PROTECTION LEAGUE 
Christmos Tea-Bozoar, Soturday 
December 1, St. John Ambulance 
Hall, 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. Home cooking, 
Aprons. Books, Superfluities. 
Admission .75c. Including teo. 48 
BRENTWOOD COMMUNITY CLUB, 
Wallace Drive, Christmas Turkey 
Bingos Mondoy, December 3 & 17 at 
7:30p.m.  48
CHRISTAAAS BAZAAR - Sidney Silver 
Threads • Fri., Nov. 30th. 1-3:^P-m- 
10030 Resthaven Drive. Admission 
Free.: . 48
GIGANTIC GARAGE SALE, Saturday, 
December 1, 9 a.m. Royal Canadian 
Legion Kail, Mills Road, Sidney. 46 
SAVE THE CHILDREN FUN^Christmos
Card and Craft Sale. Sat. lit Dec.. 10 
o.m. - 4 p.m. at Ex Cash 0 Carry 
Store, 2449 Beacon Avenue. . 46
siDNEY~WOMEN'S AGLOW are
holding their Christmas Fellowship 
meeting on Tuesday. December 4th 
at 7:00 p.m. Speakers will be Vera 
and Percy Wills. Husbands ore 
welcome. For more informotlon 
pleose coll 656-5606. 48
SAANICHTON “500" CLUB Christmas 
Turkey Cord Party. Central Saanich 
Lion's Hall - Keotlng Friday December 
7-0 p.m. Turkey Prizes, door prizes, 
refreshments. Everybody welcome. 
49 . .
A CONCERT wilt be held In the 
Margaret Vaughan Birch Hall, 4th 
Street on Friday, November 23rd at 8 
o'clock. This will bo given by the St. 
Andrew's Choir, and a collection will 
be taken in old of the Organ Fund. 47
LOCAL NORTH SHORE licensed fish 
processor would Ilka to make contact 
with fishermen with catch to sell. 
Looking for permanent arrangements 
if suitable to both of us. Randy 
Hillhouse. Federated Fishmongers 
Ltd.. Phone 987-9913. 48
SHARE IN PROSPERING Sidney Taxi 
company. Phone Murroy 656-6666 
between Noon and2 p.m. 48
mm ggEvioEs g 
mmmm
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. 
Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 
652-403 5 37-tf
OBITUARIES
MULDER • On November 20th. 1979 ot 
the Saanich Peninsulo Hospltol. Mrs. 
Griotjo Mulder, aged 81 years, born 
in Scheenda, Holland, late residence, 
201-9560 Fifth Street, Sidney, B.C. 
She leaves her loving sons. Fred and 
John of Sidney, B.C.. Bonny. Salt 
Spring Island, daughters. Fenny, 
Holland, Jenny, Wommes, Salt Spring 
Island. Service in Fosters Garden 
Chapel, 540 - 16th Avenue N.W., 
Calgory, Alberta, on Mondoy, 
November 26th, 1979 at 11:00 o.m. 
Rev. P.H, Burrill officiating. 
Arrangements by the Sonds Funeral 
Chapel of Rosos. Sidney, B.C. — 
SANDS-SIDNEY. 48
ALBERT EDWARD SMITH • son of 
Thomos William Smith, born October 
15, 1894 in Leeds, Yorkshire. His 
father come to VIctorlo In 1910, 
estobllshed “Smith Bro." Bross 
Foundry on Pembroke St. one of the 
oldest businesses in Victoria. The 
Mother and 10 children came out the 
following year 1911. When the Ist 
World Wor broke out Albert joined 
the Canadian Army ond wos with the
47th Bottalion until the end of August 
1919, when with his wife come to 
Victoria, having mot Irene E. Stevens 
when on leove, In the early part of 
the War while visiting his Aunts In 
Surrey. England. They were married 
in the Porlsh Church in Barnes, Surrey 
Returning to Victoria, B.C. August 
1919. They hod three daughters, 
Hilda I. Venables. Winifred L. 
Gessner. and Ruth Mary Saloga. 
Later on they- established the 
Foursquare Church in Esquimalt in 
1933, thon in Sidney 1955. Now 
Albert Edword is promoted to Glory! 
November 10. 1979 after over 61 
years with his wife Irene, who with 
the Family wishes to thank Rev's 
Vidor ond Thomas Gordner for their 
loving service and Mr, L. Mitts for the 
precious Soto. Also Dear Friends for 
their love at this time and the 
beautiful Floral Tributes and Cords. 
The Director at the Funeral Parlor for 
his gracious service and core at the 
loss of a loved one. God Bless you 




CORTINA $Klt by Chlnvenna, 
ialoinan liindingi, 76". $10, 1 pr, ikl 
$5; IlHticrenii toppof trim, 
IIOi luillei hiking boon, neady new, 
llren.tlO. 656 1373. 48
NEAR
Sldnai














% ocr* loll, KKV*'3I8' now on inle, 
Mllll Rood nl Weil Sounkh Rood. Clly 
wtl*. Pou«.-| mod. Pol fifty
Coll R«y Demrhuk, Noolko Renliy 
ye 6375, local 3988 . 47
roTEMEW’luiToTiii Ti'iii’outoiily*
mnrh Itylo Iwvmi* In 4ldn*y. t#lerlor 
hot oil thannel tiding wiih lull hiltk 
chlfTtney- Fealuret h*olllai«t fP, 
tiwiken liYlng room wHh cedor 
beamed railed telling; ihre# 
l!»*droorni. both ond eniuii*. tioied 
ttUiftl-d'fvft ft H*«n lot with 
tewer and wOler; teo gllmpiei. All 
thit for only M-3.900,656-4161, 47
oNi:
LEVEL SIIWEV 
TYliree bcfdrooiii home on 
quiet eul de-sac, spaceous, 
easy care type of home, 
very privnit? fnneerl ynrH 
double carport. Great for 
tlic retired couple, Listed
ilin Mosher
NEW a-BlDROOM CONGO In Sidney • 
Seaview - I yr, lexiie ■ »490 mih. 
Fridge nnd Stove and Dtapei In­
cluded ■ Retponilble Retired Couple • 
lleleiuMiei lluqulrud • Ho Felt 
Repllei lo Bo» A,, SIditey Review, 48
ciiTE ONE* IliaROOwT toiloge.
Propone heol ond tooklng. Adiilli 
ito pnlt. Rcleiencet required. 1308 a 
tnonlh plul ulthliet hoin Dec. liiV 
Ba«>i SldneyR*yl|»W;|^^^^ ,
CLEAN, COZY E BIDROOM 
Imnaolaw, no peti, % block oH 
Beof.on, 1300 pet Month, I yeor 
(ftqulrtd, ri-anf 
656 3733 niter 6p.m.__ _ H
TEAK CAEINIY, huHhi bonk cotei, 3 
(hiilrii, velloYv round lohle, 3 twtig 
p», hedtpreodi, 656-3736. __4a
aARAoT"iArr“rriom(i(i”tl~"so7itf^ 
doy, bee. 1 only, 10 00 ■ 300 p,tn. 
9256B^ain R^40
oiElfr"CHiiTl"RHlTD 'cinT chair,
$100; dryer. $40; chrome kitchen 
tulle, lohle nnd lour chuirt, 150; 
chrome high chnlr, $13,656 711'F 4I|
OeiAoT'tMl, »7«i"«7'B’'t'7:ri, FM
itnreo la|># deck ond new car 
tpeokiert. Plui 100 RckW 'n Roll topei 
and tote, Ttret 13 ft 14, Hand nnd 
garden looli. Colemom ttnve nnd 
Inndi more Not belore 10 00 <t,m 
Sal Pleat*, IO(Xi03rdStrt»*t, Sidney.
48 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
MilN't IO-ip*#d ClilMO Concoorie,
FvcellenI thnpe, Lee lixirler lor till*, 
Plut rllle cote, loccet booti, 8 merf 
6'!4 4t5i, <3 1
MOST PHASES ol gordoning and 
Uindv.-opiiig nito gordon dotign. 
Coll Chqrin-. Voulrin, 656-1595 allot 5 
pin lO-lf
LADIES AND OfcNTlEMEN, po’rl onJ
lull limit holp niiudod in SIdnoy and 
Briinlwood Aroo, ,Eorn obovo 
uvuiogu wogui. I’honti 478-9566 . 24- 
II_______ •  :
PARTS PERSON WANTED tor
nquipmiinl di'oinnhip. Mutt hove 
somo knovdodgo of form mochlitet. 
Siiloiy $1,300 lo $1.000 depending on 
n»p<iiionc(i. Contact B, Roborit, 
phonii 392-.IQ33, loke Clly Conlrol 
f.quipmeni, Wllliomt Loko, B C, V20
3K9,. -■  _4B
WELCOMFr WAOOl? HAS OPENING'S 
lor hovintiot In llio Oienlwood- 
ConiKil Sdonlrh oroo. H you like 
mi'iiling pooplii, have Ihe uie of q cor 
nnd n lliivihlii tchodulo, Ihit port- 
liinu job will he rewarding and 
pitilliiihiu, Voliiphono 393-3Mi3 or
479-3385. ______________ l'
TlfE Frili’AFMYTEQujRBia qualified 
nlodiltlnn ond drywoller lor Ihe 
Sldnny uroo, Phone 3(15-7755. 50
DOWNIl'imEfiAW^
pntlllon lor a (oretiry technician I. 
Apiillronlt thould hovo o foreil 
inchnology diploma and 3 ■ 3 yean 
experience In Held lay-out and 
related foietlry work- Pleoie reply 
with ruturne ol work hitlory and 
porionnl dolci to: Dale Hurren, 
Pertonnel Supervltor, OownI# SIreel 
Sawmilli Lid., 8ok 1300. Revniitoke, 
B,C, V0E3S0, __ __ _4_B
SAWMILLI Divltion regulrei two 
rnillwrlghlt T.Cl.; two lawflHeri T.Q, 
I’lentft lorward returne of work 
hlttoiy nnd per tonal dole la; Dale 
Hurren, PertonntH Supervltor 
Downie ilreel SnwmIlU. Bo# 1300, 
Hevelilake, B C.V0E3S0. 49
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
In the matter of the Estate 
of Alice Madeline Clarke, 
formerly of 10275 
Resthaven Drive, Sidney, 
Britisli Columbia. NOTICE 
IS HEREBY GIVEN that 
the creditors and others 
having claims against the 
e-statc of the above named 
deceased are hereby 
required to .send them to 
Sydney Smith Penny, of 
//303-2050 White Birch 
Road, Sidney, British 
Columbia on or before tlie 
26tli day of December, 
1979, after which date tlic 
executor will distribute tlic 
.said estate among the 
I'tics entitled thereto, 
having a regard only to the 
claims of which they then 
have not ice,
Sydney Smith Penny 
Executor
By hi.s Solicitor 
MESSRS. HENLEY & 
ROBER'ISON 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2456 Beacon Avenue 






Tlic largest one stop 
Equipment Rental Yard on 
tlie Saanich Pcnin.sula. 
Am hoiized dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER. ;






Mr. and Mrs. Dbcon 
Holloway East Saanich 
Road, returned home last 
week from a motor trip to 
Prince George and 
surrounding area where 
they spent a week wigh 
Dixon’s daughter Joanna 
and family. Prior to their 
trip to Northern B.C. they 
had been to England for a 
month with family and 
friends and reported having 
beautiful weather while in 
England.
♦ * * :
Mr. W. Haw, who spent 
the summer on his farm at 
Sheho, SEiskatchewan, is 
back with his wife at their 
Weiler Road home for the 
winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert 
Hafer, Central Saanich 
Road, returned home 
recently from a two-week 
holiday in Kamloops and 
the interior of B.C.
Central Saanich Lion’s 
Den, Keating, with all 
proceeds earmarked for the 
Victoria Branch Canadian 
Mental Health Association. 
Money raised - $66 — will 
be used for gifts for patients 
in Eric Martin Institute, 
Victoria patients in 
Riverview Hospital, etc.
Two local youths, Gerry 
Doney and Bob Munro of 
Saanichton, are enjoying 
the summer in New 
Zealand. Enroute they 
spent 10 days in Hawaii and 
a 'week in tropical Samoa, 
according to Gerry’s 
parents Mr. and Mrs. 
George Doney. They plant 
to spend six weeks in New 
Zealand and then fly to 
Australia for an extended 
holiday. They will be back 
home sometime in May.
Mr. and Mrs. Don and 
Lindsay Douglas and 
children (Colleen & lari)
. arrived back from Hawaii 
The South Saanich last Tuesday; after a two- 
Women’s Institute held a week visit to Waikiki and 
card party recently at the , Maui.
DOORSl B.C.'S LOWEST PRICES I 
Prehung Interior, $19.90; solid ox- , 
torlor prehung, $49; ponelled doors, 
$39; deadbolt locks, $9.90: closet 
bifolds. $13.90. Canada's largest 
selection. Write or phone lor further 
Informotion Walker Door Ltd., 266- 
7211. 1366 S.W. Morine Dr.. Van­
couver. V6P 5Z9 or 985-9714, 1589 
Gqrdon Ave,, N, Vancouver V7P 3A5,





Owner Wilf Dorman gives 
personal attention to all' 
orders. Phone 656-4754
'12 LEFT, BRAND NEW Molol 
nowvloruli, never usod, vol up lor 15c 
hut con be chongod. Ideal lor 
lummunily newspopurv. Wo hovo 12 
ol thoso nowtloi^iH for sole at $100. 
,oach, Wrilo Time* Prlnllng ond 
Publlvhing, 1422 Pombroko Ave,,. 
Ho.m Vnr.fouy«r V7P 251 cn pltonw 
980-7531 do/l, 922-7761 ovonings. 13- 
< ,.■
BARTENDER'S SERVICES available. 
ChrUlmo* ponlei, etc. Phone 652- 
3463. 51
CORDOVA BAY RIDGE^ 
PARK LIKE SEHING
Thu bsautllul owner-built home on o quiel cul-do-soc olleri a vlow ol . 
Ihe ocean, Mt, Baker and San Juan Ulandt, B.C. Woods, old brick 
ilreplaco and a unique poll and beam dogign wai usod In Ihe con- 
ilrucllon ol Ihii ipacioui 3-bdrm. homo, An exlromoly private patio 
oponi off Ih* living room ond kitchen loading lo a natural backyard 
tolling with lovorol trull troei, A lull, partially (Inlihod boiomonl with 
llreploc* givei you plenty ol room loreHpanilon.
Must be seen to be appreciated.
$110,000.00
Phon* 658-5485 lor oppointmsnt
APOUKSMSnS
LAW CINTRE - IIOAI AID CLINIC, 
Mondayg, 1:45 to 4:30 p.m. 
Appolnlmenltonly, Phone555-1347. 
30-11
THE HUE ARMY require! a quolllled 
elecirltirin Ond tool*!' (Durold or lor 
ond grovel) Inr the Sidney or*n,
Phone385-775*, ; ___
BAivimtToFfh'vunliroiTboby. 
0»*p lov* oreo or loim bobyillling 
(0 op, 636 513.*, Ji
CLEAnTno lAliV won"led Tor Brem
Iwonil Bay home. 653-93IO niter 6 
p m 48
III MEMORIAM
IN LOVING MEMORY nl Ron thillliio 
who left ug 5 yenr t ago November 30. 
Sod ond giidderi wot ihe toll.
And hfiv. we migg hit imlllnglnre. 
Sllil loved ond r*member*d by hit 
W(lev.oi(i« nniltomily, 48
LOST from
lOITi Bnlge ond block purity, Huiky, 
3 mo*. Comet lo lb* nom* ol H*yg. H 
lound plwoc* tonlucl Pom ol 6.56- 
4697. 4«
EOlJNDi Very lrl*ndly ihorl haired 




USED DOMINION UPRIGHT nok ploho 
evtelleni rnethonlcol eondltlori ond 
lone Recently i#-woiked. 11395, 
lann Copelond Muilr Ceiilte, 653-
.4513.
p"iei#gilc.rtel Mu»l« InilruilMin «« 
•rg*n, Bl*mi. guHer iiti*fdk«n, 













Sun,, Dec. 2nd Only 
9n.m.TII? 
8702 Ebor Terr.
ARTS AND CRAFTS 
EXHIBITION
An cxliibition of arts and 
craft.* sponsored by The 
Victoria .Society of Artists 
will be presented In 
Holyrood House, 2315 
Bliuishard Street Dec. 2, 10 
n.rn, tnS p.rn.
Enlntings in oils, acrylics, 
pastels, and watercolours, 
by members of Victoria’s 
A Hint 'Society, 'will be 
displayed and for sale. 
Pottery, ceramics, 
mnerame, and needlework 
by local nrilEniK will nl«o he 
featured.
Cirqissworf
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All typ»s of brick and block work, 
now flrsploces or repair your old 













•22 years plumbing 
e.xperience in B.C. 















Rosidentoil, Commercial and 
Golf Course Construction.





Fence Posts, Digging, 50 





Hour or by Contract. 




Stucco - Drywall 








“Big or small 
we will do them all”




CONTRA CTING L TD.
Specializing in




BACK FILLING — LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES







and Repairs ^ 
Specializing in 
Hot Water Heating














and Tractor Service 
Rotovating & Levelling 





. Available After ,
■ Regular Hours 
























1864 John Rd. 
656-2691
Quick-Tidy-Efllclonl

















SIDNEY BIJII DER |
I Now specializing in I 
j finishing carpentry, i
<*«rk l\! ^ 1_•!. > I
BLUE ARMY














2068 Henry Ave, 
Sidney, B.C.
Mon.-Fri, 7-5 p.m. 
Sat.7-3p,m.
BRENTWOOD 





S cabinets and built-ins, 
rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
I additions — no job too j 
(small. j
I Renovnle nnd Save !
free ESTIMATES
K()\ 'S ALLHAV MARINE HI,RVIC I.S 111). 
22.18 Ilarhuiir Rd. -Sidney 
, . ' , ■^6.56-702.1 , ^ ■ ...
FACTORY AlirHOR|/,|;i) REPAIR SHOP 
(LM.C. STERN DRIVE - JOHN,SON AM) 
lAINRIJDi; OU I BOARDS, MERf RUISI R 
SI ERN DRIVE.
























One call doc.s 
it all,
385-7755
A & B BOAT TOPS
f-omplftiw BfiiU nphi:.l*i«,ry 
C»nva« Hwit lofi* 
Cnmrif>r Cu»hli>i\i























J /X I lA L, u. H n i'-W
ft
PIA NO TUNER REPAIRS 
- li. WII.LIAMS- 
Ph. 652-5731
•PIANOTUNING :
. •.HI>STIllNf;... FELTING F,
" * ON SIGHT A SPECIALTY ' '
• AILIUSTA VOICEIIAMMEILS ' ■ . '
■ACTION SOI iMnsPRVU'F TO 
PI mi IC - rPAi HTUIS,
SCHOOl t llMUSlC, L I IJIIS& cnURCHHS











































































10651 McDonald Park Rd.
656-2127 Sidney
UPHOLSTER Y









To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 












COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING S WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 




Marine, Auto a Safety Class 

















Covoinniont coniliori lochnician 
with 35 yoois oxporlonr.o irt 





















Stool fi Aluminum MIg Woldlng, 






REPAIRS AND TUNE-UPS, 
lAWNMOWtRS, ROTOTILIERS 
AND OUTBOARDS
Wo buy old and toll rocon- 
dlllonnd Inwnmowori, otc. Fro® 












Duct work. Chimneys, 








! .Ilogi in Sinrk













PROFESSIONAL DRYCI.EANINQ & LAUNDRY SERVICE




7120 W, .Siianli'li Rd.





Serving Sidney, Cent nil 
A Norih Sdunicii,
TYPING
lelKm, 5lti(»ryt«t)U. Rtpoiu, 




,■1.7/1 A' HOME and
Oir ICE cleaners
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_ _ _ _ 656-2921 J
By
HELEN LANG
With Christmas looming just over the horizon, most 
people will have other things on their minds, and 
gardening will take a back seat for the moment, 
although gifts for gardeners are worth considering.
Anytime now, the seed catalogues will start arriving 
and we will start to plan for spring. Some of the plants 
which you should start early in the New Year are fibrous 
begonias, coleus, delphiniums, dianthus, pansies, 
globe, artichokes, and greenhouse tomatoes: all these 
may be started in January.
Both ornamental and edible peppers should be 
planted in February and you should start Polyanthus, 
petunias. Lobelia, Alyssum and ageratum at about the 
same time. Most of you won’t want to clutter your 
window sills for that length of time, but if you have a
greenhouse, that’s the time to activate it.
To conserve heat we are lining the inside walls of our 
small glass-house with insulation, and have covered the 
glass with polyethelene. Someone told me that if you 
line the whole north wall of your greenhouse with 
(o*' vinegar, etc.) bottles, painted black, 
and filled with water, that even on a dull day they 
absorb enough radiant heat to keep the house above 
freezing temperatures during the night. What a saving 
that could be.
We have two electric panels in our greenhouse, but it 
gives me a sinking feeling when I turn up the heat, 
knowing, as I do, that friend husband will be positively 
scandalized at the Hydro bill. He tried our small boat 
heater the other evening, but the smell of what we used 
to call “coal oil” was too much for me, and I feared for 
my plants, so we took it out. Perhaps if we trimmed the 
wick it would burn more cleanly, we’U give it another 
try, and let you know.
We have had a small disaster in the greenhouse...one 
of the neighborhood youngsters has bounced a rock off 
the plastic roof, and broken the glass underneath. The 
trick here will be to insert another pane of glass from the 
inside^ of the house, without damaging the plastic, or
breaking the glass, or causing a lot of marital discor- 
d...my husband usually does the work, on a job like 
this, and I have never learned to keep my mouth shut, 
insisting on making what I consider to be a host of 
ter ri fie suggestions .Ah, me!
As the days get shorter and darker, you may find your 
indoor plants are suffering from the lack of light. There; 
are -wonderful “gro-lights” available now that dp not 
yf require a speciaUfixture,; fitting nicely into any l^mp;, ; 
socket, and these are one possibility, or ybu may simply 
rotate your plants, giving each of them several weeks 
near a window, before putting them back in the interior 
■.'.oftherobm.:’,',.':";-
Those of you who keept plants in your bathroom)
might do the same thing if the rpom is dark...giye them
a turn in good light peripdically, althbugh I would
® Pl^nt from a dark room into direct sun 
without a few days of filtered light, beforehand.
Do try to keep your house plants away from heat 
registers, and from the fireplace, and also out of drafts 
from the outside door, which tend to chill them. Don’t 
fertilize them as often as you do when they are actively 
growing, and try not to overwatcr them. They say that 
,far more plants are killed with too much water than die 
fromthirst.
One houseplant that does especially well in a dark 
corner of aToom is an Aucuba, Some of them are very 
beautiful with splendid gold-streaked green leaves, and 
since they are an outdoor plant as well, they can be
bought in a nursery for u fraction of the price you would 
pay for mo.s(. house-plants of similar size.
Another plant that can be grown indoors, as well as 
outdoors, is bamboo. Some of the fine leafed ones are 
delicate and most attractive and could be moved outside 
for the summer to lend an air of Oriental .splendour to 
your patio. ,
Several things to do during tlie next couple of 
months:
^ "Use a dormant spray on all your deciduous trees and 
shrubs
•Pul “Tanglefoot” on ymtr fruit trees, and or- 
nmncntals 
•Feed the birds
•Check your stored fruits, and vegetables, for mould,
etc.' ' ' '
•Send to the department of agriculture for a pruning
manual. .
•Send away for seed catalogues, .so that you may start 
to dream again,
MORE LETTERS ' ^
immersion ns a program of Insiriiciion Is part of the 
ordinary English school system In Ontario and 
Manitoba, nnd if any relationslilp cun be made between 
the h siorical battles fougln in the last centuries, and 
French immersion instruction, It would be that o . 
hiljngual young modern could bridge many a gulf of 
inisimdcrstunding, deepened by years of ignorance and 
oigotry.
Fourthly, Mrs. Gnlbroltli continues by stating that 
French immersion “uses tlie French language only to 
leach nil subjects.” After many briefs on the subject by 
the French coordinator of tliis school district and 
Saanich Parents for French, surely by now Mrs. 
Gnlbraiih ought to know that English langunge-arls arc 
introduced early (cither grade one or grade three) and 
each successive year, more English is added to the 
program until n balance is reached between Englisti and 
rri^tich*
. Quite simply therefore French is not used only ««the
language of instruction in nil subject areas,
Fifthly. Mrs. Onlbrnith suggested that Frenth im­
mersion would somehow “dilute” tjic regular French 
core program. Us worth pointing out however, that in 
all cases wlicre French immersion progratni exist side by 
q de with the cAfT Trench■ progimu:, auus.' Caiwaj,
ihciclsnochimgcinthecoreproftiam.
Mrs, Galbraith in a few short paragraphs, svai able to 
nittkc five grossly erroneousi smtemems about a subicct 
she thought important enough to base her Ever on.
I crhap.« in the not too distant future site will HHt fit to 
.publicly correct her errori. ";





The only' stearh"caiTi»et cteanar^ 
with the Vibrating .brush.
Cleans upholstery too!
You can do it yourself. Just 
see how Rug Doctor’s 
exclusive vibrating brush 
steam cleaning action 
goes to work on / 
your home, auto, R.V.J 
carpets & uphotsteryl
— SIDNEY SUPER FOODS, 2531 BEACON 
AVE., SIDNEY
— BRENTWOOD HARDWARE, TRAFALGAR 
SQUARE, BRENTWOOD. 652-2822.
Sidney Days Society , 
leadership challenged






Aid. Jerry Tregaskis said he hoped 
Doyle could get Sidney Days ‘‘back on 
track”. The service clubs have the 
manpower and experience, I hope you 
can put it together, he said.
‘‘They will back us financially and 
with manpower but not if there’s a 
replay as before — it’s got to be dif­
ferent,” Doyle said.
Martin said it was ‘‘distressing on the 
one hand but gratifying on the other” to 
see the society taking cognizance of 
problems that were part of Sidney Days. 
It (Sidney Days) had lost or was losing 
credibility — unless the organization can 
reorganize and restructure this year, it’s 
lost, he said.
Later in the evening. Aid. Eleanor 
Sowerby told council she was resigning 
as liaison between the society and 
council because of ‘‘internal conflict. 
She also cited lack of support as another 
reason for her decision.
Earlier Monday, Armstrong told The 
Review that after he’d left the Nov. 21 
meeting of the society at Sanscha Hall 
and turned it over to Doyle a decision 
had been made to hold a director’s
from Page 1
meeting at Doyle’s home Sunday.
Armstrong said he’d been handed a 
letter by Doyle Saturday asking him to 
attend the emergency Sunday meeting.
He said the ‘‘letter was a bunch of 
bull-—” and that Doyle had no right to 
call the Sunday meeting.
However, he said the directors had 
gone by the society’s constitution and 
‘‘yes, I suppose it was legal.”
He said he was disappointed in the 
service clubs. Letters had been sent 
asking if they would help out with the 
society’s deficit from last summer but 
they ‘‘absolutely and completely ignored 
me”.
The deficit still stands at $1,211. 
Sidney and North Saanich chamber of 
commerce gave the society a cheque for 
$400, reducing the original $1,600 debt 
somewhat but the chamber accepted 
financial responsibility for Sidney Days 
and is responsible for the total amount.
Sidney Days Festival Society vice- 
president John Doyle said Tuesday a 
meeting of paid-up members will be held 





The Friends of the 
Regional Library Society 
completed it’s first ever 
fund raising activity Nov. 
24, when a prize draw was 
made at Sidney library.
Tickets had been.sold on 
a prize generously donated 
by society president Nell 
Horth - a copy of Lewis J. 
Clark’s, Wildflowers of 
British Columbia. Winner 
was Don Dobyns, of 1070 
Llanfair Road, in Brent­
wood.
Proceeds will be used to 
incorporate the new group 
under the Societies Act and 
to begin an initial mem­
bership drive.
Purpose of the new 
society is to support the 
library staff members in all 
branches of their work, an
to work for improvements 
in library facilities and 
services for residents of the 
Saanich Peninsula.
All users of the library 
are encouraged to join the 
society, and annual 
membership fees have been 
set at nominal rates. Single 
memberships will cost $3, 
family memberships are $5.
Interested persons can 
contact the society mem­
bership director, Margaret 
Smith, at 656-5368, or 
attend the Sidney branch 
open house, Dec. 7. The 
‘‘Friends” serving tea and 
refreshments from 3 to 5 
p.m., and library staff have 
invited a trio from the 
University of Victoria, who 
will perform medieval 












2X4 KD SPRUCE STUDS 





With Christmas just 
around the corner, 
outgoing parcel volumes in 
Sidney post office are 
getting larger each day. To 
make sure your parcels 
reach their destination, 
postmaster Hal Jackson 
his staff have these 
packing tips for mailers.
‘‘First make sure your 
gift is in a proper container, 
well wrapped, and correctly 
addressed, says Jackson.
‘‘Corrugated cardboard 
boxes are the best con­
tainers, and anything 
breakable should be 
surrounded by a cushioning 
of styrofoam pellets, foam 
rubber, or shredded paper. 
Popcorn' is ^so a good 
"cushioning . agent. he 
I ? said j” andr y ou can nibble 
dn rit ' while packing your 
parcels. It is also a good
idea to enclose a slip of 
paper with the address of 
the recipient and your 
return address with the 
gift.”
After the gift is securely 
packed, Jackson recom­
mends the box be wrapped 
in sturdy brown paper and 
bound with a good quality 
tape. Special attention 
should be paid to taping 
down the paper edges which 
can catch on other parcels 
and tear.
recipient. The hundreds of 
parcels we send from here 
at Christmas are soon 
joined by many hundreds of 
thousands of others passing 
through the postal system 
and in a volume operation, 
the larger address is the one 
that is usually taken as the 
parcel’s destination.
Jackson says Sidney post 
office has also experienced 
a few problems with 










Trala^ar Square Shoppit^ Centre 
BrentwoodBay Phone652-1211
Open 10 to 6 Mon. - Sal.
Large parcels should be businesses; Many of these 
addressed on two sides with cartons have the firm’s 
the address of the recipient address on them and unless 
being-much larger than'that this address has been 
ofthesender. obliterated the; repacked
‘iWe have had some parcel can wind/up being 
problems with parcels being : delivered to the firm, 
returned : to/ the sender,’’;
says Jackson “because the customers of ' improper 
return address is; more packinig ;wheri they receive 
prorhinent than that of the parcels bvbr the counter.
SAANICH RD 
BRENWOOR













2046 KEATING X RD. 652-1121
SERVING THE PENINSULA WITH A FULL 
RANGE OF BUILDING SUPPLIES.
A loading zone on 
Resthaven Drive will be 
posted 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Sidney council decided 
Monday night, rescinding a 
former decision not to 
allow parking on the street.
Mayor Norma Sealey 
asked council to take 
another look at the 
situation and to reconsider 
its earlier decision, which 
she termed “unduly 
restrictive.”
Aid. Jerry Tregaskis said 
the original decision was 
made because of concern 
for children at a nearby 
.school. ‘‘I don’t think you 
should have parking next to
a school.”
Aid. Ross Martin agreed 
with Tregaskis and said 
consideration had been for 
the .safety of children.
Rather than creating a 
no-parking zone “all hours 
of the day and night”, 
Mayor Sealey suggested a 
compromise. ‘‘Why not 
consider say 8 to 9 a.m. or 3 
to 4 in the afternoon as 
loading times?”
It was overly rc.stricted to 
suggest there should be 
loading zone at all times, 
she said. Council voted 
unanimously for the 
loading zone to be posted 8 
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
STANDING RIB R0AST$^33|




CROSS RIB ROAST $1 69 ..lb. i
Fresh Cut-up Tray Pack
FRYING CHICKEN 89‘
Schneider’s All Beef or $1 29..lb. 1
Maple Leaf Pork Shoulder .89'REG. WIENERS SMOKED PICNIC
Grade 'A' Beef Loin




1 STEWING BEEF $1.79 ..lb. A
Grade ’A’ Beef





Be Your Own 
Weatherman
“Everyone complnius 
about lltc weather but no 
one docs anything about 
it.” How often linve you 
heard that statement? And 






9825 - 3rd St 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S5
EdHortal * Nmws If4»mii 
Subscriptloni 
V Clcissiflcicl 
















44S0A West Saanich Rd.





you eotilil do somciltiug 
about it? Now you can,
Yon can’t do niiyihing to 
cluinpc il, bill you can 
predict weallter fairly 
accurately byobserving 
natural IndlcaiorH./Herc are 
a few suggestions from tlic 
experts whicit can be piil 
into piaciiee at borne and 
will help you make llie 
most out of good boating 
weatlicr,
I'iist, they recouuucnd 
you keep an inexpensive 
weather slat ion stT up; in 
your yard. Two iustnuucnls» 
arc needed, A recording 
barometer will tell yon the 
atmospbeiit pressure and 
bow it has changed, svbilc a 
wind vane will 'vbow wind 
direction,
bulling barometric 
pressure Indicates weather 
ebiinge wliliin tlie next 24 
Imrs; usually lor the worst, 
Rising pressure iudicai.es 
changes ustnly for the
ttc-ttiir, A H-Ind i-nne predicts 
from where the cliwng.c will 
likely conic.
In addition, make a 


















$149Heinz 32 oz. btl.
Nalley’s Chili










2/89*Hunt’s 14 oz. tins
Eggo Waffles
69‘Kellogg’s 11 oz.
Local No. 2 Cello
POTATOES




Florida Pink or White
GRAPEFRUIT.
Canada U,8. No. 1
LEITUCE,.. .
48’s
24's
each 39'
